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Let's Keep to Historical Cost Basis
f o r De p r e c i a t i o n
by ROBERT M. CHAN
First Vice - President, Magnolia Petroleum Corp., Dallas, Texas

Giving consideration to accounting proposals for revision in accounting theory and practice which would re sult in providing through depreciation, directly or indirectly, for the funds with which related fixed
assets might be replaced, the author of this article finds the case in favor
'of these changes inadequate. He suggests the application of alternative
methods of disclosing the impact on corporate finances of replacement
requirements at high price levels and urges accountants to insist on
"a factual historical record of business transactions."

I

we are forced to examine carefully the rules
we live by. Basic concepts that we have taken for granted must sometimes
be subjected to the closest scrutiny to determine whether or not they are still
N TIMES O F STORM AN D STRESS

valid or, possibly, were ever valid. Even such prosaic subjects as investment in
fixed assets and the proper charge for depreciation have generated a great deal
of sound and fury in recent years. The precipitous postwar rise in labor and
material costs has caused businessmen to look with concern at the extraordinary
increase of dollar capital needed to replace wornout or obsolete plant and equipment, with a correlative concern over the practice of charging depreciation on
the original cost basis.
In normal times the depreciation charge serves two purposes without conflict. It writes fixed assets off over their useful lives and, at the same time,
accumulates a fund, in a manner of speaking, to replace the assets. As a matter
of practice, the depreciation reserve is usually not funded in the sense that a
sum equal to the reserve is maintained intact until such time as it becomes necessary to replace the fully depreciated asset. Hence this second purpose may
normally receive little notice. For accountants, at least, the basic idea behind
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a charge to earnings for depreciation is to charge current income with the loss
in value of the asset. The ideal result sought is to have earnings charged with
the full value of the asset when it wears out and a reserve equal to one hundred per cent of the book cost accumulated at that time. However, there are
practical limits to achieving this. Since all such charges are estimates, we find
that, regardless of the care with which estimates are made, it is a rare thing to
accumulate a reserve which correctly indicates the loss in value.
Depreciation a Practical Problem of Business
What has focused attention on depreciation in recent years is the realization
that, when the price level changes drastically, depreciation based on cost seems
to no longer fulfill both of its functions. The accounting definition of depreciation, as contained in Webster's New International Dictionary, Second Edition, 1940, is, "Decline in value of an asset, due to such causes as wear and
tear, action of the elements, obsolescence, and inadequacy." The accountant,
engineer, and economist often have varying views on the subject and I am not
certain that any of them will agree with this definition in its entirety. Some
business managers have been wont at times to draw their own conclusions and
use depreciation as a vehicle by which their company's profits would be reflected
at a level consistent with their ideas as to what they should be.
Businessmen as such are not usually interested in the fine points of theory
for theory's sake, but their responsibilities to stockholders, employees, and the
general public have forced them to face what is essentially a very practical
question, involving not only capital conservation, but also prices, dividend
policies, and public and employee relations. The seriousness of the problem
is complicated by the fact that people are prone to look at the answer on an
earnings statement and pay little attention to the various factors involved.
Labor unions have pointed at the high profits of corporations and have maintained that wages have not kept pace. The public has interpreted high earnings
as meaning profiteering. Stockholders think higher dividends are justified. The
government wants more taxes out of these alleged high earnings.
Operating under these conditions, industry has felt obliged at frequent intervals to call the attention of stockholders and the general public to the impact
on business of these changes in the economic pattern. An example of such a
statement is the report to stockholders of September 21, 1951, by Mr. George V.
Holton, Chairman of the Board of Directors, Socony- Vacuum Oil Company,
Inc. He stated:
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"It seems desirable to reemphasize two factors that put the size of our earnings in
true perspective: First, these earnings are in dollars which have a buying power of
roughly one -half the prewar dollar; and Second, it now costs twice as much as formerly
to replace our constantly wearing out facilities. Amounts set aside for depreciation„
which is based on original cost, fall far short of being adequate for this purpose. Therefore, we must continue to dip deeply into our earnings just to maintain our property
and equipment. These factors are frequently overlooked, intentionally or otherwise,
by those who are critical of profits that look big in dollars."
In periods of inflation or deflation, statements prepared on an actual cost
basis are difficult of comparison with statements of previous years without
analysis and interpretation, since economic cycle factors are included in varying
degrees from year to year. In other words, the dollar used for income differs
from the dollar used for the costs of goods and services in many instances.
Base Depreciation on Purchasing Power Indexes?
With this situation generally recognized by accountants, there have been
some rather ingenious proposals offered, for reflecting "real" earnings (and
also for providing a hedge against future deflationary periods when it would be
necessary to absorb depreciation charges on present replacement costs into
income at expected much lower levels).
One such proposal is to tie in the annual depreciation calculation with the
Bureau of Labor Statistics commodity-price index. The intent of this is to
recover in depreciation, not original cost dollars but the equivalent amount of
purchasing power. This entails a comparison of the purchasing power of the
dollar each year with its purchasing power at the time the depreciable assets
were acquired. The conventional depreciation charge is adjusted by a fraction,
of which the current index is the numerator and the index for the year of
acquisition is the denominator. For example, if the depreciation charge in 1951
applicable to assets purchased in 1940 amounted to $100,000 and, let us say,
the index for 1940 was 110, and for 1951 it is 180, the recovery in 1951 of
an equivalent amount of purchasing power would require that the $100,000
charge be increased to 180 /110 of $100,000, or approximately $164,000.
Of course, this method is rather laborious in that it is necessary to compute
each year a weighted average acquisition price index and it would involve a
separate calculation, not only by asset classification but also by year of service.
The idea has merit for general information purposes, and for measuring the
effect of inflation on earnings. However, it should be pointed out that, if such
entries are reflected in the books, the practical benefit would be lost unless the
reserve were funded by setting aside an amount of cash which would be available for replacement of the loss in value.
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There seem to be two schools of thought on the proper index to use. One
group thinks the index for depreciation charges on a current dollar purchasing
power basis, should be one resting solely on machinery and other fixed assets,
while others point out that revenues represented in the capital recovery charge
are not restricted to buying new equipment and that, therefore, the index should
represent a wide range of commodities. It should be mentioned that recovering fixed assets through depreciation calculated in terms of dollars of equivalent purchasing power is not the same thing as basing depreciation charges on
replacement values. If the commodity index approach is sound, recovery of
purchasing power is more correct than depreciation on replacement values, for
actually we seldom replace assets with identical assets. Most replacements represent a betterment of some kind or a shift in requirements. However, the
replacement basis for computing depreciation is also one of the proposals under
current debate.
Before We Decide, Let's Consider Profit Philosophy
In trying to think straight and adequately communicate our ideas, we are
often faced with the necessity of defining terms. In this connection, the word,
"profit," is somewhat of an abstraction. Let us consider for a moment the
philosophy that profit is actually the difference between current revenue and
the current replacement costs of the goods and services used to produce the
revenue. By this theory, the original costs are not consumed unless impaired in
a quantitative sense, and are carried forward in the balance sheet indefinitely.
Balance sheet items lose their character of prepayments and assume a character
of original investment, whether fixed assets, inventories, working funds, or
other requirements of a going concern. The cost of the original quantities up
to quantities required for the current scale of operations would still remain on
the books as (in effect) an investment, and all subsequent purchases would be
a charge to operations.
The "iifo" theory of inventory valuation, well exemplifies the idea of matching current costs and current revenues, but fitting depreciation accounting into
the picture creates problems which are not so readily grasped. The single entry
of charging depreciation on purchasing power or replacement values is not
difficult to understand, but what of the offsetting entries? If fixed assets are
to remain at original cost, the reserve for depreciation should be accumulated
on the same basis, which means that the difference between depreciation computed on replacement cost and depreciation on original cost must be credited
to a special reserve account. The balance sheet would then represent mutually
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inconsistent theories of presentation. Earned surplus would accumulate earnings and profits under the purchasing power or replacement theory, while all
other items would be at original cost, except for the special depreciation reserve,
which would itself be part of the inconsistency.
One plan which has been advanced might be useful to the executives of a
business but might be too complex to be readily understood by the general
public. Proponents of this idea would have us, through indices, translate every
figure on the profit and loss statement and balance sheet to base period dollars.
Care must be exercised in applying a good representative index to each item in
the current dollar statements. For example, the current general price index
would be used for income, cash and receivables, provision for Federal income
taxes, accrued taxes, and dividends. Each of the other assets, liabilities, and
related costs would have an index which was effective at the time the item of
asset or liability was acquired or incurred by the business. Thus, indices in
effect in prior years would be carried forward to statements of subsequent years.
Each year's depreciation would carry the respective indices for the portion of
the assets being depreciated in the current year.
It is held by those advocating this method that converting profit amounts into
base period dollars provides management with the means of analyzing operating efficiency from year to year without considering any of the confusing factors of inflation or deflation. Possibly so, but considerable experience and
practice in using statements prepared on this basis would be required and,
even then, it would seem that misgivings would be bound to arise in the, minds
of those studying the reports, since so many theoretical factors are involved.
It is interesting to note that the Committee on Accounting Procedure of the
American Institute of Accountants, in its Accounting Research Bulletin No. 33,
December 1947, stated that it is entirely proper for management to make annual
appropriations of net income or surplus in contemplation of replacement of
facilities at higher price levels, but ruled out increasing depreciation charges
against current income for that purpose. This conservatism is commendable
in view of the tremendous pressure to which the accounting profession has been
subjected and it is rather reassuring. Accounting is a practical matter and
should not be swayed by expediency. Nor should accounting be influenced by
those who ascribe to it responsibilities more properly assignable to other
professions.
Perhaps the picture has been overdrawn. While charging depreciation on
original costs may result in some misunderstanding of earnings statements, it is
doubtful that many business managers form seriously erroneous conceptions
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about their own operations. It has been stated that inflated profits generate a
false feeling of prosperity, inviting dissipation of the capital of a company,
and that extra dividends may be declared when the funds should be kept in
the business for replacements. However, any executive who struggles with
capital budgets in this day and time soon loses any illusions he may have about
the availability of cash.
Disclosures of a Study of Oil Companies
A recent statistical study of thirty oil companies, prepared by the Petroleum
Department of the Chase National Bank (Financial Analysis of Thirty Oil
Companies for 1950, by Frederick G. Coqueron and Joseph E. Pogue) indicates
the lengths to which one industry at least has gone to meet the needs for both
replacement and expansion of capital investment by a careful application of
earnings. This study indicates that during the war period and since, capital
extinguishments have not equaled capital expenditures, so that additional
funds have been provided largely out of net income, with resulting lower dividends than reported earnings would seem to justify. During the ten -year period
1941 -1950, inclusive, capital extinguishments amounted to $8,703,000,000 and
capital expenditures were $15,067,000,000. The excess, $6,364,000,000, came
out of net income, which totaled $9,736,000,000 for the ten -year period. The
remaining net income after capital expenditures was $3,372,000,000 which
lacked only $302,000,000, or two per cent of capital expenditures, of being
enough to pay the $3,774,000,000 in dividends which were declared.
In respect of oil and other industries, it should not concern us greatly whether
the additional amount needed for the recovery of replacement costs is shown in
the reserve for depreciation or as net income retained for use in the business,
so long as there is adequate recovery in the selling price. Although prices are
largely set by competition, accountants should prepare for management proper
cost bases which will delineate, at least approximately, the price levels necessary
to maintain the business and provide a reasonable profit.
Replacement Cost Theory of Doubtful Value
It is my opinion, colored considerably by my own accounting background,
that historical costs should form the basis of accounting and that accountants
should not try to inject economics into their factual statements and reports.
Accountants should not be expected to comprehend in their reports the varying
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interpretations of economists, analysts, and businessmen. It is better to maintain the integrity of the accounts, present the facts, and let others make their
own deductions and decisions.
The replacement cost theory, aside from the practical difficulties in its application, does more nearly match dollars of revenue and expense which have
equal purchasing power, but there is more to be said for computing profits on
actual cost and measuring the effect of inflation and deflation on such earnings.
The actual cost theory ties accounting closely to business transactions, which are
more susceptible of verification than less well- anchored amounts would be, and
gives reliable profit amounts and good comparative results in periods during
which the dollar remains relatively stable. Also, we should not overlook the
fact that conventional accounting provides safeguards against arbitrary manipulation of profits and transfers of profits from one year to another.
Moreover, the various proposals for adjusting depreciation to compensate
for the shrinkage in value of the dollar eventually strike a snag in tax considerations. The assumption that a dollar is a dollar is deeply embedded in our
tax structure and any adjustments for changes in purchasing power would
necessitate radical changes in our tax system. I think it highly unlikely that a
new depreciation methodology could be worked out and gain sufficient support
to be recognized for tax system.
To date, accelerated amortization of emergency facilities is the only deviation from standard practice that has been allowed for tax purposes. Many
businessmen feel that this is a step in the right direction and that, instead of
schemes to adjust for dollar shrinkage, industry needs greater discretion in fixing rates on the original cost basis. There is considerable merit to this argument. Capital outlays are made more willingly if there is reasonable expectancy
of rapid recovery for tax purposes. Of course, with rising tax rates, this
acceleration may be a mixed blessing and those who have secured the rapid
charge -off may wish later on that they had used conventional depreciation rates.
It is quite possible that events may follow the post World War I pattbrn.
Immediately after the war, an inflationary period occurred and many companies
revalued their assets upward in order to provide larger depreciation charges.
Shortly thereafter, deflation set in and many companies showed large losses.
The clamor then arose to reduce depreciation charges to current replacement
values. Now, when we are again in an inflationary spiral, we are faced with
the same problem all over again. In the long run, tampering with the depreciation base does more harm than good.
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Hew to the Recorded Facts
To summarize, there is no denying the fact that current depreciation charges
are not providing enough reserve to replace the assets at current costs and that
it now costs twice as much as formerly to replace such assets. On the other
hand, I feel that management generally is keenly aware of this situation and,
wherever possible, is doing what it can to improve finances and build some
bulwark against the unforseeable future. In this connection, a recent analysis
of figures compiled in the statistical reports on thirty oil companies, previously
referred to, indicates that sixty per cent of the 1950 net earnings were retained
in the business against forty -five per cent in 1939 and that, expressed in terms
of 1939 dollars, fifty per cent of the net income was retained. This is, of
course, only one industry but I am convinced that management all over our
nation is alive to the dangers facing us.
With costs steadily increasing and with taxes approaching a confiscatory level,
the area within which industry can progress, or even stay alive, is steadily
being restricted and businessmen, I feel, are aware of it. Therefore, any pallia
tive in the way of book adjustments of the accounts would add very little to
what they already know. While statements perhaps need more interpretation
than before, the impact of economic cycles should be conveyed by interpretation and not by changing the records. Investment and depreciation accounts
built on historical costs form part of the bulwark of accounting as it is known
and practiced. I feel that the accounting profession should insist more than
ever on the continuance of accounting at its present high level of providing a
factual historical record of business transactions and that, come what may, the
integrity of the accounts and records must be maintained. In other words, let
us, as accountants, "Hew to the line, let the chips fall where they may."
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A Set of Charts for Review of Operations
by GEORGE R. WHITE
Divisional Comptroller, Koylo Division, Owens - Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio

Accompanying this article, which opens with introductory comments
reflecting the experience of the author's company as to techripe and
procedure in the use of charts, is a set of fourteen trend charts. Product shipments, inventory position, gross profit, production cost, and
variations from forecast are among the subjects charted. The charts
are paralleled by article text.

the subject of a charting program for preT senting a continuing pictureto cover
to operating management, supplementing regular
HIS PAPER IS PRESENTED

monthly figure reports and aiding the discussion of the strength and weakness
of the operation. It does not purport to be a complete discussion of chart drawing, chart types, gathering of statistics or technical information —about which
considerable has been written.
However, a word regarding charts suitable for the stated purpose seems to
be in order. In general, we find that it is more satisfactory to have a single
large chart on which the attention of all can be focused than to supply each
individual attending a meeting with a copy of the chart. It is also advisable
to have the charts in such shape that they are readily available throughout the
month to be used spontaneously by any group when a point under discussion
needs emphasis. It will be found that this latter factor assumes greater significance as the program is continued over a long period of time and if the
charts clearly portray the situation.
Simple line charts, bar charts, or strata charts seem to provide the best medium
of presentation. It should be emphasized that these charts are discussion and
trend showing charts, not working charts. Emphasis should be placed on having each chart portray only one factor and that clearly and significantly. Consequently, the simpler the chart, the more effective it will be.
In stressing simplicity, note should be taken of the lettering appearing on
the chart. This should stress the single purpose. It should be bold, clear, and
brief. Symbols, drawings and artful coloring, so often used in attracting attention to charts in publications, are not necessary and, in fact, detract from their
effectiveness. However, the charts should be pleasing to the eye. Addition of
the name of the company, source of data, description of product or other
superfluous verbiage tends to obscure the point which is to be brought out.
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CHART 1

Those present know the company, individuals, sources, etc. without the need
of constant repetition.
The scale used on a chart is a very important factor, for a poorly conceived
scale can completely obscure the meaning. For example, a simple line chart of
total sales amounting to somewhere around $100,000 per month, if drawn on
a scale from zero to $1,000,000, gives the impression that the sales volume is
abnormally low and this impression over - shadows the trend of sales, which the
chart is meant to show. Suffice it to say that best results seem to be developed
when the lines, bars, or strata have the maximum number of points somewhere
above the lower half and below the upper quarter of the chart. In regard to
scale, it is also important that the same scale be used in comparing like figures
for separate products. For example, if the sales line consists of more than one
product and the individual products are shown on separate charts, the scale on
each chart should be the same. Otherwise, it is possible to develop a misconception of the relative importance to sales volume of the various products.
Obviously, the second of the two requirements outlined in this paragraph is in
partial conflict with the first, but a careful consideration of what is desired and
a study of possible scales can usually resolve a satisfactory solution.
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CHART 2

Some Hints as to Chart Presentation and Display
The most effective means of presentation is to have an individual stand before
the group, talk about the figures upon which the chart is based, and use a
pointer to touch the illustration or to follow a trend. This focuses attention
to a degree surprising to anyone who has not experienced it. Furthermore, as
discussion proceeds on the basis of the facts shown on the chart, the individual
who has presented it, whether he leads the discussion or not, should remain
standing beside the chart and, with a pointer, call attention to the illustrations
or trends as they are mentioned in the discussion. This requires that the chart
be of a small enough size so that it will not dwarf the individual and of a
large enough size so that it will be visible to all and not itself be dwarfed by
someone standing beside it. With an audience ranging in size from six to
around fifty, it appears that the display should be no smaller than about three
feet by four feet and no larger than five feet by seven feet.
Three adequate methods are available to display charts of that size. Cheapest, because nothing except an easel is required, is to draw the charts on regular
poster board. This has another advantage in that the charts are always availNOV EMB ER, 19 52
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CHART 3

able for inspection by almost any size group, with no prior arrangements necessary. A second method, somewhat more expensive because a piece of equipment is necessary, is to reflect the poster on to a screen by use of a reflecting
machine. In this case the charts are drawn on poster board in a much reduced
size and are reflected and enlarged onto the screen. This method makes the
charts available upon immediate notice but only to very small groups when the
reflector equipment is not available. The third and most costly method is to
make slides which are projected onto a screen. This method has particular
advantages in that the charts show up in much finer detail and make a much
better appearance but it is quite expensive and requires preparation before the
charts can be used by any group.
The Same Charts Should Be Used Each Time
Obviously, much more can be said of charts, but, if any charting program
is to be successful, it should reflect the problems of the company using the
program. Comments like those which have been offered here may be of aid in
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CHART 4

establishing a program, but no hard and fast rules can be laid down as to the
exact program. However, it should be a continuous and consistent program.
It is expected that monthly financial statements and statistical reports be similar
from month to month in coverage, format, and content. Consequently, we
should expect the chart program to use the same charts month after month.
A charting program designed to give adequate coverage of a company's
activities is shown in the fourteen attached charts,* to be described in succeeding
paragraphs. For a monthly presentation of charts it seems advisable to chart
the various items in the profit and loss statement with only the minimum attention to the balance sheet. If the profit and loss statement can be controlled,
the balance sheet will continue to stay in good shape with less particular watchfulness.
Shipment and Inventory position Charts

Chart 1 is a chart showing the trend in total sales. It shows considerable
information in a very simple manner. The most outstanding features of the
* Although the dimensions of the exhibits to this article vary slightly, the charts which
they illustrate are, in actual use, identical in size.
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chart are the solid bars which represent the month's shipments or sales in
dollar volume. These bars are added monthly to the chart as the actual figures
become available and, as will be noted, are imposed upon a line chart which
represents the sales volume by months for the previous year. In addition the
line chart is carried back one year by quarters and for one year prior to that.
The plottings are for the average month of those periods. Finally, a series of
dots show the annual forecast sales volume by months. Thus, this chart, besides
showing trends, provides for comparing visually the sales for the month with
previous and forecast figures. For further discussion, the revised monthly forecast for the next month is shown by a small cross. It should be noted that the
chart is simply but boldly titled so there is no question as to what is being
pictured and the figures designating the volume are clearly legible.
While this chart can and does answer almost any question regarding total
volume of sales, it is essentially for information and to open the program.
Most questions regarding sales have to do with the volume of the component

items which make up the sales. Therefore, the next series of charts is built up
on product lines.
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Chart 2 is the sales chart for Product A. Essentially this chart represents
the volume for Product A in the same manner as Chart 1 did for total sales.
However, to portray more clearly the trend of sales, the device of plotting the
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,'moving year" sales has been used in a separate grid. The same procedure, i.e.,
using bars for the month's sales, lines for previous years sales, and dots for the
forecast is followed. A dot at December on the "moving year" grid indicates
the point which the trend should reach at the end of the year and, thus, shows
the forecast annual sales volume of the item.
Chart 3 still relates to Product A and indicates in the upper grid, by a simple
line chart, the volume of orders received month by month. The bottom grid
gives the relationship of inventory to the backlog of orders, inventory being
shown by the bars and backlog by the lines. Technically —and in line with
previous comment —it would probably be best to have the grid of shipments
which appears on Chart 2 and both grids on Chart 3 drawn to the same scale,
but the changes used resulted in charts more pleasing to the eye and did not
seem to cause a loss in effectiveness.
With Charts 2 and 3 almost any problem regarding sales volume, orders,
inventory or probable future trends can be graphically seen while being
discussed.
Charts 4 and 5 are included to show the same information for Product B
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CHART 8
as wa s sh o wn in th e pr e v io u s two c h a r t s fo r P r o d u c t A. T h e g r i d s a l l u s e t h e
sa m e sca les as sh o wn fo r Pr o du c t A, so tha t co mp a r ison s ca n easily b e m a d e
a s t o t h e p r o p o r t i o n a t e s h a r e o f v o l u m e o r r e l a t i v e i m p o r t a n c e o f t h e t wo p r o d -

ucts. For example, a cursory view of the charts indicates Product A has a considerably larger volume than Product B, that it also is improving in volume at
a faster rate and that indications are this trend will continue. Furthermore, the
inventory of Product A does not equal the backlog and is actually very low,
while the inventory of Product B is about the maximum allowable if a turn of
four times a year is desired.
A similar series of charts should he developed for each product line.
Charting Trends in Gross Profit
Chart 6 shows the normal gross profit ratio by products. The chart is a simple line chart connecting the normal gross margin plottings for the months.
Normal gross profit in this case represents the gross profit on the sales product
line arrived at by computing the production cost of goods sold at the normal
or standard value, thus eliminating any effect of manufacturing variance and
unusual cost adjustments. Essentially, it indicates the degree of price mainteN O V E M B E R , 1932
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nance and the effect of delivery costs (shipping departments, warehouses, and
freight if goods are sold on a delivered basis).
It is more significant to use the ratio of gross profit than the amount of gross
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CHART 10

profit produced, as the ratio is not affected by change in volume of sales and
consequently the trend is more vividly shown than if the dollar value of the
gross margin were used. For example, the graph on Product C indicates that
something has to be done about it —and quickly— whereas, if the postings had
been in dollar value and if during this time the sales volume of the product
had been increasing, the dollar value of the gross margin might have remained
about constant. It is not necessary to tie these gross margins into volume, for
the volume has already been covered in previous charts in enough detail so
that the relative importance of the various products is known.
The Picture As to Production Cost, Efficiency
Chart 7 shows the cost of production. In actual practice, a similar chart
should be prepared for each factory in a multiplant company. This is technically the poorest chart in the series, as it is somewhat complicated to read, but
as yet we have not developed a more satisfactory method for showing the overall manufacturing situation. The basic chart is the customary strata break -even
chart, with separate bands or strata for each major item of expense and the
value of production at standards running from zero to full capacity with the
N O V E M B E R , 1952
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CHART 11

breakeven point —shown as seventy -five per cent activity, the point at which the
standards were set. Each month actual costs are shown on a vertical line drawn
at the activity for the month, as measured by the dollars of produtcion at standards. The height of the vertical line represents the total actual cost of production, while a cross bar is placed on this line at the point at which each item of
expense falls.
For example, on the line for April, when about $207,000 of ware was produced, total costs were about $305,000 and a large manufacturing loss —or
unfavorable variation —was incurred, measured by the distance from the production line to the top of the vertical line. Furthermore, the loss was greater
than anticipated at this activity by the distance from the top of the strata chart
to the top of the vertical line. It can also be seen by the spacings of the cross
bars that, up through "repair materials - expense -- supplies," costs were about
338
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CHART 12

as normal but that direct materials and labor, chiefly labor, were the main
contributing factors to the loss.
This chart clearly shows a great many factors. The location of the vertical
lines indicates the activity and, by watching the monthly heading of the line,
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the trend of activity is visible. The cross bars on the vertical lines indicate the
variation of actual expense from standards and quickly show up the general
classifications which need attention.
Chart 8 supplements the previous chart by disclosing the causes for the manufacturing variation. Each grid is on the same scale, to reflect the proportion of
gain or loss contributed by each factor. The grid for activity reflects the under
or over absorption of fixed charges. Budget efficiency is the net gain or loss
over the variable budget rates which are set for each item of expense. These
are the same budget rates as used in setting the standard costs, with the exception that they are kept current whereas standard costs are revised only at the
first of each year. The difference between using the original budget rate and
the revised budget rate is shown in the "budget revision" grid. Thus this represents either planned improvement or additional costs, such as increases in
material prices or labor rate increases.
Job efficiency is the difference between the budget allowances on actual performances and the same budget allowances on the standard units for the amount
340
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of work completed, thus reflecting the variation due to offware. Finally,
method variation is a measurement of the variation in cost due to running a job
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in a manner differently than set up in the standards. Method variation should
always show a gain when activity is low so that minor items can be run on
better equipment, and a loss when activity is high and it is necessary to run less
effective equipment.
The combination of Charts 7 and 8 provides a good overall picture of the
manufacturing operation and certainly points out the factors which need
attention.
What About Operating Expenses?
Chart 9 is drawn to cover operating expenses, in this case, general selling,
sales promotion, and branch selling expenses. Grids are kept to the same scale
to emphasize the relative importance of the items. It should be noted that the
size of the grid does not make any particular difference, if the scale is constant.
The grid on branch selling provides for an additional $10,000 but still the
height of the bars compares with the other grids as to relative dollars of cost.
In these charts, bars are again used to represent actual monthly cost, while lines
represent the forecast or budgeted amounts. Similar charts should be used for
all classifications of operating expenses.
Over -All Performance and Position Charts
Chart 10 is a simple line chart showing monthly postings for net profit, both
before and after Federal income taxes. The x's indicate the forecast for the
following month. Lately we have found it advantageous to include the annual
forecast by showing the forecast in dots similar to the method used on the
sales charts. Essentially, however, this chart is for a visual check of the profit
trend, with discussion of the profit centered on the two charts which follow.
Chart 11 is a graphic reproduction of the whole profit and loss statement.
The month's activity is posted in two bars, the one to the left being income
from sales and the one to the right being total expenses broken down by classification as shown in reverse order below the grid. Average months for previous periods are shown at the left. This seems to provide a particularly good
picture of the month's operations and, with a little skill in making the presentation, can point up very clearly any changes in the relationship of the various classes of cost to sales income.
Chart 12 indicates the performance to date against the forecast. The six
grids indicate the amount these various factors have caused the profits to vary
from forecast. The graphs are cumulative so that the variation is for the year342
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to -date and the variation is considered before Federal income taxes. With the
present high tax rates, rather large variations can go almost unnoticed unless
this chart shows the variations before taxes, as the taxes tend to reduce the
degree of any variations.
The scale on all grids is the same, to reflect the relative importance of the
various factors. It might be well to note again that these charts are restricted
to the variation in profit caused by the factors dealt with. For example, the
sales grid shows the variation in normal profit caused by a change in sales volume. It does not show the variation of sales dollars.
This group of charts quite completely covers all phases of the profit and loss
statement. In addition, they also point out the condition of the finished products inventory. There are still other items on the balance sheet which it is
advisable to follow monthly. These items will vary between companies. For
the purpose of this presentation we will consider only the cash position. Chart
13 covers this and is posted in two bars, the one to the left representing the
cash and receivables and the one to the right representing payables, including
the tax liability.
This chart is supplemented by Chart 14, drawn to the same scale and indicating the outstanding appropriations. On it are shown as the top line the open
appropriations on the books plus any over- expenditures, either incurred or
anticipated. The bottom line is the amount expended against the appropriations.
Consequently, the difference between the lines —the shaded portion —is the
amount still to be expended.
These two charts indicate the current condition of cash and the anticipated
major expenditures of cash, so that a visual picture of the financing problems
is presented.
Part of a Management Review Program
This paper has presented a monthly charting program designed to supplement regular monthly statements in a management review meeting. It has
worked, for us, over a period of a good many years and has definitely become
one of our effective management tools. The field of chart presentation for this
purpose is one which remains relatively unexplored in industry as a whole,
although, as stated earlier, there is a considerable amount of literature on charting techniques. In our experience, the major advantages here are simplicity and
clarity and, with respect to chart contents, a series of charts —for use each
month — designed to portray operating trends in a connected and revealing way.
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Cost Accounting in a Research Organization
by ALLAN L. SPURR
Comptroller, Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

This compact study of procedures in force in a private - enterprise research company, which numbers nonprofit foundations among its competitors, offers the particulars of cost recognition methods and control devices for labor (mainly professional in character) and for expenses. Since the basis of client billing i t hours expended on projects
plus direct expenses (at cost), the procedures relating to costs must be
realistic to serve company needs.

to say that my company is a privately Iowned corporation organized to operate
at a profit in all types of research,
T IS A RELEVANT FIRST COMMENT

a field in which its greatest competition is from nonprofit and endowed institutions. It will be recognized that a tight control of expenditures is necessary for the existence and growth of this type of organization.
Direct Labor Accounting: Setup of the Time Card System
In research and development, the "product" sold is technical skill, professional experience and ingenuity, even more than sheer labor, and the results
obtained from this labor after hours of search in the laboratories and many hours
of desk work. The labor is performed by highly - qualified academic and scientific
personnel whose greatest concern is with the solution of the problem at hand
rather than with the accountant's problem of maintaining a fair billing to the
client for the results obtained, with an adequate margin of profit. The first step,
in accounting for research projects, therefore, is a proper indoctrination of the
scientist into the importance of a handwritten daily record on a monthly timecard of the hours spent on each activity, inasmuch as the basis of our charge to
a client is the actual hours worked on the client's problem.
To facilitate accumulation of time, we have found the following method most
educational to the personnel. Time -cards are picked up each morning from
receptacles conveniently located in work areas and are returned one hour before
quitting time each day. After collection, the accounting department checks to a
master list the cards submitted and supplies the names of those missing or
improperly completed to the production superintendent who, incidentally, is
the ultimate source of salary increases and bonus consideration. A short tele344
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phone call from the superintendent's office brings quick results and has amazing
educational values, as it is the one place a staff member would rather not have
his name listed for noncompliance.
Our time card consists of a printed form having horizontal lines for writing
and a two inch project or case identification column followed by one - fourth inch
columns for the thirty -one days of the month. Each problem undertaken for a
client is called a case and is assigned a number in sequence when opened. Each
case number carries the prefix "C" (e.g. C 100, C 101, C 102, etc). Internal
research and development projects are assigned numbers with the prefix "L."
Specific sales efforts are assigned numbers with the prefix "P," indicating
"prospect." Other time card distributions which may appear in the case identification column are sales, publicity, administration, illness, vacation, personal,
etc., so that each hour worked can be indicated for the full work day each day.
Direct Labor Accounting: Summarization and Control
It is imperative in research that each project leader be kept acquainted with
the effort being spent during the month on his project. There are two reasons
for this. He may be working with a limited budget and must watch costs closely.
Also scientific personnel engaged on a problem are apt to spend more time than
the project leader wishes to schedule.
To meet this problem we have designed a system embodying the novel use
of a billing machine with built -in multiplication. At the end of each week, all
direct labor time cards are totaled by case number, "L" number, etc. and footed
for the total hours for the week. A continuous form, sometimes called a "wiz
pack" is inserted in the billing machine. Data up to "hours" is typed showing
case number, case name, employee's name, hours and salary cost, from the time
card. At this point, the man's hourly rate is put in the machine and the result is
automatically printed as "salary cost."
Each line of each time card, when finished, has been transcribed to a strip on
the continuous form. These strips are perforated and are torn apart (or, preferably, cut on a paper cutter) and then sorted by use of a sorting tray into
numerical sequence for posting, which is also done on the billing machine. For
this a permanent card record for each case and a four -part snap -out carbon form
are utilized. (The permanent record is inserted between Sheets 1 and 2). The
strips, now sorted by case numbers, are posted directly to this work pack. The
first page of the carbon form and also the permanent record have columns
headed for name of employee, hours this week, hours to date, salary cost this
week, and salary cost to date, by employee.
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At the completion of the week's posting, automatic footings are imprinted
on each column, the salary - cost -to -date footing carrying over to a separate column
where the overhead factor is applied by automatic multiplication, and total case
cost shown directly on the work pack. Cumulative totalizers form the basis of
postings against a control set up at the time of strip typing. The second, third,
and fourth pages of the work pack are carbonized to reproduce only the columns
for employee's name, hours this week, hours to date, and total cost to date only.
No individual salary costs are shown on these three sheets, so that, at the end
of each week, by tearing off the last sheet, a history of the productivity to date
may be sent to a project leader and circularized by him at his discretion among
staff members engaged on the project.
The first sheet of the pack, which contains all the information shown on the
permanent record, is used at the end of the month as the work sheet upon which
the accountant computes the amount to be billed in accordance with contractual
and regular billing procedure. It is then sent to the billing department where
direct disbursed expenses are added to the professional service charge, the wording of each invoice prepared, entry in the sales register made, and the invoice
typed and mailed.
Expenses Chargeable Directly to Contracts
In a professional service organization of the type of ours, all out -of- pocket
expenses —such as purchases, telephone toll charges, telegrams, travel, etc. —
are considered direct charges and are, therefore, earmarked by appropriate case
number at their inception. These direct expenses are, in accordance with out
normal contractual agreements, billed at cost to the client.
By the use of a bookkeeping machine, four voucher registers are maintained
for accounts payable, travel, petty cash and journal entries. Distribution is
made directly to card records simultaneously with entry in the voucher register.
Distribution records are maintained in the three categories of unbilled accounts
receivables, personal accounts receivables and general ledger. Monthly closing
of registers and posting to general books necessitates one transfer sheet showing
column totals on unbilled accounts receivables, personal accounts receivable,
and a detail of general ledger accounts.
Transfer of unbilled accounts receivables to billed accounts receivables is
made through the sales register at the time of billing when the billing clerk
brings the service and the direct expense charges together for each total bill.
The sales register entry, by case number and name, shows the total amount of
bill, the service charge and the direct expense charge. Its footings are posted
346
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as follows: total to the debit of accounts receivable, services to the credit of
professional services income, expenses to the credit of unbilled accounts receivable. The detailed line entry serves two purposes. It affords posting directly
to subsidiary customers' ledgers and relief of the unbilled accounts receivable
card for expense items.
Apportioning Overhead to Contracts

up

Research organizations today are playing an important part in the Government's defense program and thought must be given to proper accumulation of
costs for overhead recovery. The unallocable charges and the cost of service
our overhead, which is spread to clients on a direct labor
departments make
dollar basis. Therefore, direct labor becomes an important factor.
To establish a man's hourly billing rate, we divide his annual salary by the
potential annual working hours, i.e., for a staff member on a 40 hour week, 52
weeks times 40 hours equals 2,080 hours, less 2 weeks vacation (or 80 hours)
equals 2,000 hours, less those legal holidays falling on actual working days. If
nine holidays fall on Monday through Friday, there will be 9 days times 8
hours or 72 hours. For this case, 2,000 hours less 72 hours equals 1,928 hours,
or the potential work year.
The 1,928 hours, divided into the annual salary, gives an hour rate which will
recover vacations and holidays in direct labor rather than overhead. Employing
this rate for both government and civilian work enables us to use the monthly
labor cost records, as prepared on the billing machine, as the basis for the direct
labor total. The overhead rate used on the billing machine is the true or civilian
rate in all cases. Thus, only one figure need be eliminated from total labor
billing cost to provide a pure direct labor figure.
In research, no departmentalization is attempted for costing or overhead,
because of the interchange of personnel. By means of a flexible organization
which is continually adapted to current needs, each of the various professional
skills is brought to bear whenever a research project needs it. In this way, a
project receives the type of talent most needed at each stage, from preliminary
investigation through research, equipment development, and pilot -plant operation, even to full -scale plant operation and market development. The hazards
of departmental transfers being nonexistent, the organization works as a team
towards the solution of the problem at hand.
This type of organization provides for the accumulation of operating costs
only by proper identification, i.e., advertising, rent, telephone and telegraph,
travel, publicity, etc. All salaries and wages are accumulated in one account,
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so identified. For overhead purposes, the indirect labor cost automatically
results after the elimination of direct labor from the salaries and wages and
vacations accounts. However, care should be used to keep identification of labor
costs such as sales, publicity, etc. so that proper elimination may be made for
government overhead determinations. We provide for these factors by assigning an internal project letter and number to each such account and again are
able to pick up these total costs from our billing machine records.

Summary
It has been an objective of this article to show that we obtain direct labor
and expense totals which enable us both to achieve control and to bill properly.
It has been an additional objective to make it clear that these goals can be won
in a simple fashion in a research organization. This type of operation is not one
in respect of which judgment in financial matters can or must be thrown to the
winds. The opposite is true if profits are to result.
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The "Base Stock" and "Lifo" Inventory Methods
by EDWARD G. CARSON
Partner, Lybrand, Ross Bros. 8 Montgomery

The author of this paper points out that the "lifo" basis of inventory
valuation is, at least chronologically, a successor method to the "base"
or "normal" stock method, that it was developed following the refusal
of taxing authorities here and in England to countenance "base stock"
valuations, and that its application under terms of the Internal Revenue Code and Bureau Regulations involves limitations which make
it a lest flexible operating tool than the "base stock" method. The
problem of recognition of market fluctuations is discussed in relationship to both methods. Application of 'lifo" to retailers' inventories is
the closing topic.

the "lifo" and "base stock" methods
T of valuing inventories methods are ofessentially
the same. In fact, the Lifo
HE PHI LOSOPHI E S AND OBJE CT IV ES

method is an outgrowth of and substitute for the earlier "base stock" or "normal stock" method. The "lifo" method was designed as an acceptable substitute for the methods earlier used, principally because of the refusals on the
parts of the taxing authorities in the United States and in England to accept
the earlier methods for income tax purposes.
Much of a philosophical nature has been written in recent years as to the
concepts underlying the two methods. It has been represented that the methods
indicate assumption as co the flow of goods, appropriate methods of matching
portions of the "flow of costs and revenues," methods of distinguishing between
so- called "permanent" or "imminent" stocks and "speculative" or "optional"
inventories, etc.
"Base Stock" Devised As An Operating (Not Taxi Method
Those who adopted the "base stock" method long before the Lifo sections
were incorporated into the Internal Revenue Code, generally looked upon the
method as achieving two important results. First, it eliminated from periodic
determination of income the effects of market increases and declines with respect
to basic inventories.
The second point involved the reservoir idea. The earliest users of the method
were those engaged in the processing of basic raw materials, such as smelters
and refiners of nonferrous metals and tanners of leather. In these industries
managements look for profits to processing procedures rather than to market
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fluctuations. Accordingly, to the extent practicable, such managements attempt
to sell their purchases for future delivery somewhat in the nature of hedges.
However, it would be obviously dangerous for any management to accept sales
orders for delivery two, three or more months hence for every item purchased
unless there existed some buffer quantity of inventory. Particularly in the
smelting and refining business, the operators look upon the "base" or "normal"
stock, against which they do not accept sales contracts, as an unhedged stock
providing them with a certain amount of leeway with respect to guarantees of
delivery dates. Under the ideal application of the "normal stock," method the
operator is enabled to offer "spot" merchandise to his customers immediately
upon the receipt of raw materials of equivalent quantity. Hence the reservoir
idea.
This concept of the "normal stock" method as a practical operating device
enabling the operator to better serve both his customer and the supplier of the
raw materials is one which is not frequently stressed. It is, in fact, unusual to
hear reference to "service" to suppliers of raw material. However, in the
processing industries particularly custom smelting, the relations with the raw
material suppliers are quite as important as those with purchasers of the finished
product.
Rejection of "Base Stock" for Tax Purchases —and the Rise of "Lifo"
There is no doubt that the "base stock" method —or methods very similar —
were in use in England in the nineteenth century. In 1918 the British Minister
of Reconstruction appointed a committee to inquire into the financial risks
attaching to the holding of trading stocks. The committee held more than thirty
meetings and examined over seventy witnesses including representatives of various trade associations and chambers. The inquiry was directed primarily toward the accounting aspects of the "base stock" method. However, it was obvious at that time that the interest of many representatives of industry was largely
due to tax considerations. Because of the impact of World War I, British taxpayers were then subject to excess profits taxes at the rate of eighty per cent.
Many organizations which might not otherwise have been interested in the
"base stock" method urged its adoption solely because of the possible saving in
excess profits taxes. In this country the interest in the Lifo method during high
tax years was similarly affected.
In any event the British committee of 1918 arrived at the conclusion that the
"base stock" would not be generally acceptable for income tax purposes, principally because of the Government's continued need for revenues. However,
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the committee also concluded that, in those cases in which the method had
previously been used and accepted by the taxing authorities, the taxpayers would
not be required to change to more conventional methods. The British conclusion that the "base stock" method was not acceptable undoubtedly had an effect
upon the thinking of our Treasury and courts. At that time, our income tax had
been in existence only five years. A few 'companies had used the "base stock"
method prior to 1913. However, our Treasury had earlier announced that the
method would not be accepted for income tax purposes and subsequently the
treasury's position was upheld in the courts.
In the years between World War I and the middle "nineteen thirties," there
was a growing recognition of the logic of the method and a number of companies, principally in the metal and petroleum fields, adopted it. Many members
of the Congress and representatives of the Treasury had become convinced that
methods which would minimize exaggerations of profits in boom times and
losses in depressions would be of overall advantage to the economy without
necessarily reducing the long -time tax revenues. The United States Department
of Commerce recognized that, in inflationary periods, a substantial portion of
the business income of the country was represented by so- called inventory profits
of a transient and fugitive nature. Conversely, the decline in business income
in the early "nineteen thirties" could be attributed, in part, to the reductions in
carrying values of inventories from their high points in the late nineteen
twenties.
In the Revenue Act of 1938 there was introduced the first provisions permitting the last -in, first -out method to be used in determining taxable income. This
act and the accompanying regulations represented the first clear exposition of
what the "lifo" method meant. It was provided that the method might be applied to any year beginning after December 31, 1938 but its use was restricted
to the industries whose spokesmen had been urging the method for years —the
smelters, refiners and brass manufacturers and the tanners of leather. Some of
the difficulties in the application of the "lifo" method which developed later
may be traced to the fact that the original provisions in the 1938 Act were designed to meet the specific problems of these industries.
So much interest was evidenced by other industries in the method for tax
purposes that in the 1939 Revenue Act its application was extended to cover
any taxpayer who wished to elect it. While many taxpayers elected to start using
the method for 1939 and 1940, it was not until the United States was drawn
into World War II and the excess profits tax instituted, that general interest
developed. Although many taxpayers in the textile industries had earlier
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adopted "lifo," its use in these industries now became quite wide - spread. In
addition, considerable interest developed on the parts of retailers.
"Lifo" and "Base Stock" Contrasted: Pricing Increments
The purposes of the "base stock" and "lifo" methods are essentially the same
but the effects upon periodic determinations of income may be quite different
The "lifo" method is a much more objective method. Its acceptance by the taxing authorities was due, in part, to its inflexibility and the objectivity with
which the computations may be made. However, such inflexibility and the arbitrary dividing of a company's history into years has resulted in a good deal of
difficulty in practical application of the method.
In the author's opinion, the "base stock" method has much to commend it
over the "lifo" method, if quantities in excess of those considered normal are
priced upon a first -in, first -out basis, which is usually the case. Under the "lifo"
method, an increase in quantities if maintained for several years must continue
to be priced as it was in the year of increase. It must, however, be admitted
that the income tax regulations which permit the pricing of increases either at
the prices of the earliest acquisitions during the year, the latest acquisitions during the year, or "pursuant to any other proper method which clearly reflects
income" provide a good deal of leeway for reasonable determinations.
It seems obvious that a proper function of management is to determine when
and in what quantities inventories shall be acquired and how much inventory
shall be maintained. It seems equally obvious that inventories accumulated in
excess of minimum quantities necessary for an orderly and efficient operation
must be in the nature of "optional" or "speculative" stocks, more appropriately
priced under the first -in, first -out method and thus more closely approximating
the going market prices. This effect is achieved under the "base stock" method
but not under the Lifo method if such excessive quantities are maintained over
a period of several years.
"Lifo" and "Base Stock" Contrasted: Liquidations
Another complicating factor is the treatment of interim fluctuations in quantities. It is basic in the "normal stock" method that, if total quantities drop below
the fixed quantities of base stocks, such reductions must necessarily be temporary in the absence of change in plant capacity or other fundamental change.
Accordingly, it is inherent in the method that a reserve be provided for the
replacement of such deficiencies, measured by the difference between the cur352
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rent market prices and the established fixed prices. Such temporary declines
have not generally been recognized under the "lifo" method except with respect
to the so- called "involuntary liquidations" recognized under the tax laws during
the years 1940 to 1948, inclusive, and again in the Revenue Act of 1951. Under
the tax laws, if a taxpayer is required to eliminate basic stocks because of the
requirements of the war or defense effort he is privileged, replacing such stocks,
to reinstate them in his purchases and inventories at the prices at which they
were originally carried and to adjust the income taxes of the years of liquidation accordingly.
The Internal Revenue Code and the related regulations provide that the "lifo"
method may not be used in determining taxable income unless the taxpayer
establishes to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that no other method of
pricing inventories for the purpose of determining profit and loss is used in
reports to stockholders, for credit purposes, etc. This requirement has, in recent
years, produced two problems for taxpayers and accountants: first, with respect
to the use of the traditional lower of cost or market basis and, second, with
respect to the use of replacement reserves.
If the "lifo" method is adopted for tax purposes, taxable income is determined on the basis of inventories priced at Lifo cost and no consideration may
be given to market, even if lower than such cost. The regulations appear to be
abundantly clear that, if a taxpayer for corporate purposes writes his "lifo" inventory down to market, he does not, by that act alone violate the requirement
that the "lifo" method must be used in reports to shareholders, etc., if it is also
to be used for tax purposes. The wording of the regulation, however, is somewhat
difficult and many persons have expressed the belief that, if inventories are written down to market for corporate purposes, the Commissioner may have the
right to deny the taxpayer the right to continued use of the method for tax purposes. It has, therefore, been suggested, that where the "lifo" method is used
for income tax purposes, market declines be recognized only by way of reserve
charged to income. The author believes that there is no tax disadvantage in a
direct write down.
Obviously, "involuntary" reductions in basic stocks can occur during peacetime as well as during emergencies. As an illustration, since 1947 many of the
basic metals particularly lead have been in short supply. Producers have allocated outputs and many large users have been unable to secure their normal requirements, with resulting curtailment of production. In order to meet requirements of customers, such taxpayers have sometimes dipped dangerously into
their basic stocks, with the result that high- priced sales were costed with low priced inventories. Since it was the intention to build up the stocks as soon as
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refined metals were available, it was considered improper to take up the inflated
profits resulting from the reduction in low- priced "lifo" inventories.
The question then arose whether a reserve for replacement of such stocks
would violate the requirement as to similarity of treatment for tax purposes and
corporate purposes. It might be noted that under the involuntary liquidation
principles as recognized for income tax purposes, the reduction in income tax
net income is not allowed until the stocks are actually replaced. Under such
circumstances, if the taxpayer provides a reserve to replace such stocks, there
may also be a technical violation of the requirement for similarity of treatment.
However, the author believes that such reserves for replacement, if reasonably
computed and fully disclosed, probably would not be availed of by the Commissioner as a reason for denying a taxpayer continued use of the method. As
yet there have been no formal pronouncements to this effect by the Bureau.
Disclosure of Market Value When "Lifo" is Used
Practically all of the earlier United States users of the "base stock" method
included in their annual reports to shareholders information as to the valuation
of such inventories at market quotations or else provided information which
would enable the reader to make such a determination. This information frequently included disclosure of the quantities of commodities in the "base stocks"
and the fixed prices applied to them.
In recent years, many organizations adopting the "lifo" method have not disclosed in their reports to shareholders the valuations of inventories on the basis
of current market prices. Considerable thought has been given by accountants
and by the Bureau of Internal Revenue as to the desirability or necessity of disclosing current market value of inventories carried on the "lifo" basis. Those
who favor such disclosures state that, unless the information is given, a reader
is unable to make comparison of the balance sheet and statement of income with
those of other organizations in the same industry which might not use the "lifo"
method or, for that matter, with the same organization in years prior to its adoption of the method. They also comment that, unless the reader knows the point
in the economic cycle at which the method was first adopted, he is unable to
guess whether the difference between carrying values and market values of inventories is substantial or negligible. The very fact that the "lifo" method is
used might suggest to a reader that a substantial "buffer" exists when, as a
matter of fact, such may not be the case.
Those who oppose disclosure of market value point to the fact that such disclosure may defeat the very purpose for which the method was instituted, that is,
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to eliminate from income the effect of changes in the price level. They also
state that fluctuations in market valuation of basic quantities of inventories are
of no more importance than fluctuation in replacement values of fixed assets.
Since replacement values of plants and equipment are not customarily stated,
there is (they say) no reason to state replacement values of basic quantities of
inventories.
In its early considerations of the "lifo" method, the Bureau of Internal Revenue was impressed by the argument that the method had long been used in
certain industries for the purposes of determining income in reports to shareholders. In fact, such representations were undoubtedly influential in the decision of the Congress that the method must be used for corporate purposes before
it may be used for tax purposes. Some representatives of the Bureau of Internal Revenue have felt that the disclosure of the market value of basic inventories, giving the reader the opportunity to make his own computations upon a
basis more closely related to first -in, first -out, might give a taxpayer all the
tax advantages without requiring the penalty (if it is a penalty) of issuing his
corporate reports upon the same basis.
It is interesting to note that nowhere else in the Internal Revenue Code or
Regulations is there a similar requirement that a taxpayer's reports to shareholders, credit granters, etc., must apply the same principles as are applied in
the tax return.

"Lifo" for Retailers
It has been represented that the "base stock" or "lifo" methods are usable by
any enterprise in which the maintenance of inventories is required. It has also
been represented that the methods are applicable only if the following conditions are met:
I. Long processes and slow turn -over.
2. Inventories large in relation to total
assets.

3. Purchasing markets and selling markets
closely related, with fluctuations in the
one quickly reflected in fluctuations in
the other.

All of these factors are not present with respect to a retail inventory. In some
departments, at least, the turn -over may be quite rapid. Further, in some types
of merchandise, style may be far more important than cost of the materials involved. Therefore, it has sometimes been suggested that the "lifo" method is
not appropriate for retailers. The author cannot agree with that conclusion.
There exists no type of enterprise in which the constant maintenance of inventories is more clearly indicated than in the case of retailers. While the reNOVEMBER. 1952
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tailer may on occasion be able to reduce his stocks substantially, it is obvious
that there is a minimum point below which he dare not go. Even though fluctuations in market prices of wholesale merchandise may not be immediately reflected in fluctuations in retail prices, it is undeniable that retailers are just as
importantly affected by the broad swings of the economic cycle as are manufacturers, processors and wholesalers. Clearly a retailer's prices rise during an inflation and decline during a depression. Certainly, with respect to his basic irreducible quantities of inventories, he is exaggerating his profits in boom times
and exaggerating his losses or minimizing his profits in bad times, if he uses
first -in, first -out.
Except with respect to the more expensive items of stock, the retail merchant
rarely attempts to maintain records or determine inventory values on the basis of
specific items of merchandise. Rather, he will ordinarily use the so- called "retail" method under which inventories of various departments are determined as
percentages of selling prices, based broadly upon the relation of purchase costs
to assigned selling prices. When the "lifo" provisions for taxpayers generally,
were included in the Internal Revenue Code by the Act of 1939, it was quite
generally concluded that the Lifo method could not be combined with the retail
method, since the Lifo method apparently required clear identification of the
merchandise being inventoried.
However, a number of department stores insisted that the effect of the "lifo"
method could be approximated by the use of index numbers. Such retailers met
all the requirements of the Code and Regulations, including the filing of the
appropriate notices of election and the issuance of annual reports to shareholders
with income computed upon the Lifo basis. Many other retailers, even those
who would otherwise have wished to adopt the "lifo" method, did not do so,
either because they were formally or informally denied the use of the method
by representatives of the Bureau of Internal Revenue or because their accountants or attorneys told them that they could not use the method. The applications of retailers who fulfilled all of the requirements of the Code and Regulations were also denied.
Subsequently, the Hutzler Company of Baltimore was chosen as a test case
and the matter taken to court. In January, 1947, the U. S. Tax Court ruled
that the Commissioner had been in error in denying the use of "lifo" to retailers, stating that the use of index numbers produced figures quite as usable as
any other method. In view of the substantial rise in prices during and after
World War II, it is now clear that the use of the "lifo" method would have
saved retail taxpayers considerable amounts of excess - profits taxes during those
years.
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On the basis of hindsight, very few retailers would now hesitate to elect to
use the "lifo" method if they could do so retroactively to, say, 1941 or 1942.
On the other hand, it is quite clear that, even if the Bureau of Internal Revenue had not adopted its now controversial position and had permitted retailers
to adopt "lifo" on the basis of index numbers, many retailers would not then
have made the election because of the fear widely held at that time that there
would be a severe depression immediately after the war. The Bureau of Internal Revenue is, therefore, in no position now to distinguish between retailers
who would have adopted the "lifo" method in earlier years had they not thought
it was denied to them and retailers who would not have adopted it even had
their right to do so been clear. The Bureau has pointed out that it is now
physically impossible for these taxpayers to meet the requirement of the law
that, as a precedent to use of the method for tax purposes, they must have used
it for reports to shareholders. Several bills have been introduced in Congress
to grant to retailers the retroactive election to use the "lifo" method, and cases
are now pending in the courts. What will happen remains to be seen.
A Development in Accounting
It may be that the permanence of the "lifo" method of inventory valuation
as an accounting device will not be tested until the economic cycle shows clearer
evidence of having rounded the top and settled in for a slow (or sharper) decline. It may be that, by that time, there will have been some tax action which
will alleviate the situation, even to the extent of permitting market write -downs
from "lifo," although legislative proposals to this effect have been unsuccessful
so far and have not aroused a great deal of comment.
Whatever happens, it has been more the purpose of this article —in reviewing
both the "base stock" and "lifo" inventory methods —to point out their operating characteristics and their services in preventing over -or- understatements of
profit. Tax advantage will doubtless continue to be the greatest spur to "lifo"
adoptions but the relationship of the method to income accounting, as such,
should not be lost sight of.
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Will Your "Lifo" Plan "Stick"?— Story of a
Cotton Textile Mill
by HENRY J. G►ARD
Chief Cost Accountant, Nashowena Mills, New Bedford, Mass.

The lesson afforded by the present paper is, briefly, that a company
must he relatively sure that its application of "lifo" is within bureau
regulations if the anticipated tax benefits are not to dwindle seriously
as the result both of the delay and plan changes. The author presents
this situation concretely and also distills some counsel as to the alternatives faced by cotton textile mills when "lifo" is proposed.

in business and accounting periodicals extolling the virtues of the "lifo" method, the benefits to be gained by its
adoption, and finally refinements after its adoption to make it more workable.
It seems to this writer that there is a definite void in the literature on "lifo."
No mention appears to have been made of the most important and difficult
phase of the whole subject — getting a "lifo" method which will "stick." The
purpose of this article is to bring to light many of the difficulties attendant on
the attempt of a mill to adopt the elective method, and the costs involved
before its ultimate approval by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

M

AN Y ARTICLES HAVE APPEARED

Change —And Timing
The change to the "lifo" or elective method of inventory valuation undoubtedly has seemed quite attractive to most textile mills at one time or another. The dual possibility of realizing a sizable inventory cushion and substantial tax savings offers a considerable inducement. The textile industry generally, and the cotton goods branch in particular, has been subject to marked
peaks and valleys in production, sales and earnings. "Lifo" can be made to seem
a panacea. A mill would have the opportunity to defer some of its profits in
periods of good business by building up an inventory reserve to be used in
periods of falling markets. Taxes on income would be minimized and the profit
picture of the organization would be more even. What could be more desirable?
As to the present, the reality of a long period of recession, as experienced in
textiles for the greater part of the past year, could be all that is needed to make
numerous textile mills seriously consider "lifo" at this time. Their managements could reason that the bottom in textile prices has been reached.

Introduction to a Lesson from Experience
Our experiences with "lifo" cover a period of ten years and should be fairly
typical of the costs and delays attendant upon its ultimate approval and acceptance. In the main, this article reflects that experience.
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We will assume that a mill has succumbed to the merits of "lifo" and is
ready to file for the privilege of changing to the elective method. There are
two main questions to be considered:
I. What segments of the inventory should
be put on "lifo "?

2. What elements of cost within these segments should be on "lifo "?

The "all or nothing" idea generally prevails because it has the best possibilities of real tax savings and inventory cushions in the event of a subsequent
decline in inventory market values. This is true in sheer logic. However, by
the time a "lifo" method is developed which is acceptable to the Bureau of
Internal Revenue, a good deal of time has been spent and expense incurred and
generally a compromise is reached which nullifies, to a considerable extent, the
supposed beneficent effects of the "lifo" method.
The main obstacle in the path of a speedy and easy change to "lifo" is the
over -all attitude of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. For obvious reasons, the
Bureau is unsympathetic to attempts of a business to avoid the payment of
high taxes. Accordingly, it has been found that the agents in the field are
given every support in their attempts to discourage the adoption of "lifo," basing refusal to approve it on non - conformity of the regulations.
The quotations most frequently availed of by agents are from Sections
29.22(d) -2 and 29.22(d) -3 of the Internal Revenue Code. In reference to
the pricing of the inventories on a "lifo" basis after adoption of the elective
method, Section 29.22(d) -2 states as to work -in- process and finished product:
"In the case of goods in process, regardless of the stage to which the manufacture,
fabricating, or processing may have advanced, and in the case of finished goods, pursuant to any proper method which in the opinion of the Commissioner clearly reflects
income."
It is amazing how easy it is for an agent who is not in accord with "lifo"
in principle, to contend that the company's method of determining "lifo" valuation does not clearly reflect income.
Section 29.22(d) -3 treats of the detailed breakdown of inventories required
when electing to change to "lifo" and states:
"This analysis shall show in detail the manner in which costs are computed with
respect to raw materials, goods in process, and finished goods, segregating the products
(whether in process or finished goods) into natural groups on the basis of either (1 )
similarity in factory processes through which they pass, or (2 ) similarity of raw materials used, or (3) similarity in style, shape, or use of finished products. Each group
of products shall be clearly described."
Now, in the case of textiles, it would be quite simple and accurate to contend
that Method 1 would apply, i.e., that all products generally go through the same
factory processes. But this method would enable a mill to more easily hold its
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Schedules Il l ust rat iv e of Ef f ect o f Neg ot iat io ns
on Accep t ab i l i t y o f L i f o Pl an s
SCHEDULE 1- F I R S T " L I F O "

PROFIT PER
TAX RETURN

TAX
RATE

TAX
PAID

$300,000
200,000
225,000
150,000
50,000

$150,000
75,000
115,000
60,000
(100,000)

$150,000
125,000
110,000
90,000
150,000

38%
38%
38%
38%
42%

57,000
47,500
41,800
34,200
63,000

$925,000

$300,000

$625,000

SC HE D UL E 1 1- "L IFO " PLAN
REVISED
LIFO
RESERVE

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

75,000
112,500
170,000
200,000
150,000

$

TAX
YEAR

$

$150,000
225,000
340,000
400,000
300,000

LIFO
LOSS

$243,500

ACCEPTED BY BUREAU

LIFO
PROFITS

LIFO
LOSS

$300,000
200,000
225,000
150,000
50,000

75,000
37,500
57,500
30,000
50,000)

$

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

PLAN PROPOSED

LIFO
PROFITS

(

ACCUMULATED
LIFO RESERVE

FINALLY

TAX
YEAR

$925,000

REVISED
PROFITS
BEFORE TAXES

$225,000
162,500
167,500
120,000
100,000

$150,000

$775,000

SCHEDULE 111- ADD ITIO NAL TAXES ( A N D INTEREST)

75,000
37,500
57,500
30,000
(50,000)

RATE
OF TAX

38%

42%

$150,000

AD D ITION A L
INTEREST
TAX
ON
ASSESSMENT DEFICIENCY

$28,500
14,250
21,850
11,400
(21,000)

27%
21%
15%
9%
3%

$55,000

7,695.00
2,992.50
3,277.50
1,026.00
(630.00)

$14,361.00

METH OD H AD BEEN CO NTIN UED

PRE-"LIFO"

SCHEDULE IV - T A X IF

INTEREST
ASSESSMENT
$

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

$

TAX
YEAR

INCREASED
TAXABLE
PROFITS

TAX
YEAR

LIFO
PROFIT

TAX
RATE

TAX ON
FIFO BASIS

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

$300,000
200,000
225,000
150,000
50,000

38%

$114.000
76,000
85,500
57,000
21,000

42%

$925,000

$353,500

SCHEDULE V - T A X EF FE CT OF C HA N GE TO " L I F O "

Tax which would have been paid on "Lifo" basis
Less:
Tax paid on original "l i f o" basis
Addit ional assessment for deficiency
Interest assessment on deficiency
Cost of legal and accounting service

$353,500
$243,500
55,000
14,361
10,000

Net Savi ng for 5 year per iod by c hange t o "l i f o"

322,861
$30,639

EXH IBIT 1
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"lifo" position, so the agent starts at the other end and insists that Method 3
should be used but will settle for Method 2, the tie -in of labor and other costs
to units of raw materials in as many categories or classes as the product of the
mill makes necessary.
The Long Road to An Acceptable Method
The company rarely has a test made of the soundness of its "lifo" plan for
a long period after it is put into use. The internal revenue agents get mighty
far behind in their tax audits. With us, six years had elapsed between audits.
Eventually the revenue agents arrive and, at the completion of their audit, they
finally dig into "lifo." They refuse to accept the proposed method.
The company then calls in the talent of specialists to modify the method or
develop a new one which has a chance of being acceptable. This method, too,
having aimed at fairly good results, can also be turned down. A suggestion is
inade by the agent as to what might pass. This suggestion is followed and the
local agents approve it. It is then tossed back by the district deputy as being a
method which it would be fatal to submit to Washington for final acceptance.
Now the agents are told to present a plan which is sure to get by the district
and which will also be likely to meet with the approval of the Commissioner in
Washington. When the plan is tried out, it is found that the savings are negligible, so it is discarded by management. The next step can be an appeal by the
company for the acceptance of a prior "lifo" method. This calls for a conference at the district level. Generally some method can be worked out in conference and the method eventually is approved by Washington.
Considerable time has elapsed in the interim. Interest on deficiencies has
been running for all the back years and the company also has a substantial bill
for legal and accounting services as the price for its victory. Such a lengthy and
disheartening experience would never seem possible. We would not have
believed it possible, except that it did happen to us. The schedules in Exhibit
1 are submitted as an indication of what can be expected to happen costwise
in the event of a long delay between bureau audits, during which time a company has changed to the elective method of inventory valuation. The premises
here are:
I. The fax returns had been prepared on the

basis of the new method of inventory
valuation.
2. Upon an eventual audit, the "lifo" method employed was not approved.
3. Considerably more time elapsed before
a method was established which met with
the Commissioner's approval.
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4. The market values of the latest inventory
are low and, because of reduced volume
and curtailment of production, the quantities in the inventory for the close of
the most recent fiscal year are much
lower than those of the opening inventory.
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In the exhibit, Schedule I shows the "lifo" reserve as computed by the company's initial method (rejected by the Bureau, as has been stated), its effect on
profits by years, and the tax as computed and paid by using the proposed "lifo"
method. It is considered that the company elected to change to "lifo" for the
tax year 1946.
Schedule II of Exhibit 1 shows the revised "lifo" reserves and profits by
years resulting from the change of "lifo" method from that originally used
by the company to that ultimately accepted and approved by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue. The assumption is made that the "lifo" method approved
by agent gave one -half of the reserve originally computed by the company.
Schedule III of the exhibit shows the additional assessment for tax deficiency
and the interest on it computed at the rate of six per cent annually. It is assumed that the final assessment was made six months after the filing date of
the 1950 return and that the five tax years were audited at the same time.
Schedule IV shows what the tax would have been had the company reported
profits on a first -in first -out cost -or- market basis, instead of the elective method.
As the final portion of Exhibit 1, Schedule V shows the net saving resulting
to the company from the change to the elective method after the audit by
internal revenue agents and the additional tax and interest assessments. It is
assumed, too, that the cost for legal and accounting services of outside specialists totalled $10,000, a not unusual charge.
The $30,639 with which Schedule V (and the exhibit) closes compares with
the potential tax saving of $110,000, the difference between the tax of $353,500
per Schedule IV and $243,500 per Schedule I, had the intial "lifo" method of
the company been approved and accepted.
From the preceding schedules it is evident that the supposed gains to be
realized from "lifo" do not always materialize. It should be gathered that it
is highly important that the initial method of "lifo" valuation, as developed
by the company, should be one which will stand up under agents' scrutiny and
audit and that the changes made in it shall be minor. The best approach for a
company seems to be one of temperance, not attempting to get every last advantage from the elective method. Also, it is most important to press for a
review of the proposed method as early as possible so that, should it prove
unacceptable, the cumulative effects of a rejection will not be too severe.
What Should Textile Mill Management Do?
Narrowing our sights down to fit the case of a cotton textile mill, three
recommendations may be made. The first two apply to mills with somewhat
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.rssorted lines and the third to mills with a limited product line. The recommendations follow:
I. For a mill with a diversified line of products which may change from year to
year, it is practically impossible to maintain a "lifo" position if it is demanded
that each line of product be considered
as a group for purposes of "lifo" compufation. Therefore, the best chance a mill
of this type has of deriving a "lifo" method which will "stick" is to continue to price
its finished goods inventory on the basis
of cost -or- market and to place only the
raw materials inventory and the work -inprocess inventory on "lifo." Should the
raw materials inventory be negligible in
size, then only the work -in- process should
be on "lifo." The latter is usually of such
a nature that it can be tied in with specific types of raw materials without too
much difficulty, as identification with
products does not occur until after the
cloth is woven and becomes classified as
finished goods.
2. An alternative for a mill having a diversified line of products but with fairly uniform types of raw materials, is to elect
to place on "lifo" the raw material content of all inventories. This method is
relatively simple, as the raw materials can
be grouped into a comparatively small
number of classes. The determining factor in the make -up of these classes or
groups is whether each material within
the class is interchangeable with every
other.

An excellent example of a class of this
nature is the so- called "long cotton."
These include Egyptian, American -Egyptian and Peruvian Pima cottons. They are
all interchangeable, each being capable
of being used to manufacture the same
type of product. They should be in one
group, since it is not always possible to
purchase any particular type at the company's volition. There are factors like import quotas and government restrictions
which both limit the size and the time of
one's purchase of these cottons. Thus, in
order to operate effectively, it is necessary to have two or three types of cotton
which can do the same job well. This
makes one group for these cottons a
natural classification.
A particular advantage of having the
raw material content of the inventories
on "lifo" is that the quantities can be
kept stable with comparative ease. Any
change in the raw material quantities in
the work -in- process and finished goods
inventories can be offset by a similar increase or decrease in the size of the raw
materials inventory.
For a mill having a small line of products
which are relatively constant year after
year, "lifo" will present few problems. It
will be easy to fie in costs to types of
product and all or any part of the inventory can be placed on "No" without
much difficulty.

In short, the decision to elect to change to the "lifo" method of inventory
valuation should be given serious consideration. The obstacles to such a move
should be recognized. It should be decided what type of mill one has. This
will aid in determining what portion of the inventory should be placed on
"lifo" to gain the best results for the company. The method of "lifo" developed should be one which it is reasonably certain will "stick ". A speedy
test of this method should be sought by requesting an Internal Revenue Bureau audit as soon as possible. After that, one can only hope that the decision
to change to "lifo" was a wise move. If it proves to be otherwise, the mistake must be admitted and application made to the Commissioner for permission to change back to the original method of inventory valuation. It is not
possible to know definitely whether or not "lifo" will be beneficial to all who
consider its adoption. Timeliness of its adoption, together with an acceptable
method of "lifo" valuation, will be the factors most affecting its results.
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THE MATTER OF PRINCIPLES
THE PURPOSE OF THIS LETTER IS to offer
a plea for a statement by some individual,
group or interest of those fundamental
principles upon which not only cost accounting rests, but the entire business
structure of our economy. To ignore principles is to invite disaster. To postpone
their interpretation is to negate their existence. When a person a ssu mes principles
are too general he is begging the qu estion.
Unless they are understood, respected, and
applied they cease to be principles.
According to Webster's Ne w International Dictionary, a principle is defined
as "a fundamental truth; a comprehensive
law or doctrine, from which others a re derived, or on which others are founded; an
elementary proposition or fundamental assumption," whereas a rule is "a prescribed
guide for conduct or action; a common
practice or the like accepted as standard."
A principle emphasizes the idea of a fu ndamental truth or general application, and a
rule the idea of more specific direction or
application. A standard according to the
dictionary is "that which is established by
authority, custom, or general consent, as a
model or example."
For example, a basketball game is based
upon the principles of fair play, honest
competition, dispassionate participation, and
worthy conduct. Rules are established in
order to carry out these principles —to
equalize the conditions of play in such a
manner that fairness, honesty, action, and
conduct will determine the team which
merits victory and all the rewards and
amenities resulting therefrom. Standards
are established for height of baskets, di-

P O I N T S

ever, human interpretation and judgment
on- the part of the referee perform an important aspect in administering the rules of
the game. Yet these rules and standards
must be applied according to certain fundamental principles— fairness, honesty, without prejudice and with propriety.
The above illustration may tend to oversimplify the problem at hand, but cannot
there be first principles in au diting, recording, and reporting accounting transactions?
Cannot principles be listed which recognize
honesty in recording, truth in the records,
dispassionate reports, and worthy professional conduct? Many illustrations can be
cited to show that certain fundamental
principles are lacking in our accounting
structure or those that have existed are
completely ignored. Maybe these principles
were unsound. If so, new ones should be
found. Bu t the writer feels tha t we should
be looking for them.
HAROLD G. AVERY, Albany

NO PLACE FOR KEEPSAKES
MANY BUSINESS "ATTICS" today are overloaded because it is a common practice to
send documents and records to a filing or
storage area when there is doubt or ignorance as to their disposition. While this
attitude might be construed as an evasion
of responsibility, it is, in fact, due to a
myopia in business management which has
been nurtured by government edicts and

mensions of the court, and the type of

regulations.

equipment, such as size, quality and kind
of ball that will be used by both teams.

In the last year or two there has been
some serious consideration and pla nning by
business management concerning the documents and records needed to continue busi-

Rules and standards can be specified and
understood within reasonable limits. How364
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ness operations in case of disaster. Our
company recently distributed a questionnaire
to all departments, in which they were
asked to list all records they originate or
have originated, designate the type and
number of storage files occupied, and
classify the records, in their judgment, as
vital, important, useful, or non- essential.
The completed questionnaires were then
summarized and presented to our administrative officers for consideration and elimination of the chaff created by under -emphasis or over - emphasis of records by the
creators.
To dust off the "cloud with a silver
lining" chromo, the present troubled world
situation has, if nothing else, jarred management into a full realization that the
term "record" can no longer be considered
in a general sense. It must be analyzed
and prefixed with "important" or "worthless." Worthless records are parasitic, consuming valuable space, while valuable records are the memory and nerve center of
today's business operations. How's your
business attic?
P. R. McCOMA$,

Fox River Valley

to provide adequate coverage. These companies were unaware that the regulation
called for merely one thousand dollars of
insurance. Many of the larger firms were
aware of the insurance clause in the regulations but their management felt they
could handle the risk involved.
W e feel that the above views are unrealistic in the light of our experience.
For example, we had a case only a few
months ago where we were shipping, for
quite a distance, a machine worth in excess of $50,000. W e contacted the trucking firm making the haul and found that
its polity was for $10,000. A substantial
loss could have been incurred, had the
truck met with a seriou s accident.
The common policy issued today insures
merchandise from the initial point of shipment and covers continuously until the
merchandise is safely delivered to its final
destination. The policy is an all -risk policy, normally, excepting such conditions as
damages from war, insurrection, rebellion,
destruction under quarantine, atomic fission,
etc. Also, the polity usually excludes damage to merchandise shipped on the deck
of a steamer.
If the insurance buyer wishes to insure
only shipments by his own tru ck s or if he
wishes to exclude rail shipments, lie might
find that the saving would be insufficient
to warrant not insuring all shipments.

INSURANCE ON IN TRANSIT
PROPERTY
to the controller
should be the subject of cargo or inland
marine insurance. Until very recently few
companies, especially the smaller firms,
were cognizant of the losses they could
incur through the practice of uninsured
shipments. Most of these companies relied
on the inter -state commerce regulation of
the railroads and common carrier trucks
OF
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Flat rates are calculated by estimating
the percentage of sales for a year which
are shipped by rail, express, common carrier trucks and own trucks. By applying
these percentages to annual sales, the estimated dollar volume is determined and a
flat annual premium is devloped. Policies
may also be obtained on a flat rate to a
sales, on an annual audit basis a nd with a
deposit premium.
F. K. DEVER,

Detroit
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"Lifo" Dollar Method —An Application
by J. W . KERCHER
Assistant Manager, Ernst & Ernst, Louisville, Kentucky

The present article is a care study of the to- called "dollar method"
of the "lifo" basis of inventory valuation, under which change in
quantity from one year -end to the next is measured by aggregate
values at a common price level. The company's own cost experience
provides the necessary index information. Quantity increments so disclosed are priced as the current year's cost layer and liquidations are
stripped off opening inventory at as many year's cost layers as are
involved, or at opening "lifo cost" if the beginning date is reached
in Ibis process. The author particularizes procedure for this.

that the "dollar method" of applying "lifo" reE quires very little more time
than computing inventory amounts under the
XPERIENCE HAS SHOWN

old- fashioned first -in first -out valuation method. All that is required is some
advance planning.
Expressing Quantity Increase in Dollars: A Simple Example
The objective of the "dollar method" (or any "lifo" method) is to express
the inventory at the end of the year at the beginning -of- the -year inventory
cost price level, except for current year quantity increases. In some cases it is
sufficient to extend the ending inventory at beginning -of- the -year prices. In
such a case, to find out whether or not the ending inventory has increased in
physical quantities, we merely compare the total dollar amount of the repriced
ending inventory (at beginning of year prices) with the dollar amount of the
beginning inventory. Since both are priced at beginning prices, any excess or
deficiency of dollars of ending over beginning represents change in physical
quantities.
However, American business management has a most agreeable habit of
being progressive. It will change and improve products, improve production
methods to reduce costs, and change buying habits. Accordingly, inventory items
will change from year to year and costs will change due to causes other than
inflation or deflation. Thus, the ending inventory will not be sufficiently similar to the beginning inventory to be repriced entirely at beginning prices.
The "dollar method" provides for the determination of an index of prices
which is developed within the company's own inventory. Percentage differences
in costs at the beginning of the year and current costs at the end of the year
are determined by comparison of a sufficient number of representative items to
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determine the average ratio of cost increase contained in the ending inventory.
Exhibit 1 is a simple example of this. Items 1 through 5 were in inventory
both at the beginning and at the end of the year. Items 1 through 4 increased
in price due to inflation. The cost of Item 5 decreased due to improved production methods. Item 6 was new in the line of products during the year. In
order to compute the index of price increase for the year, Items 5 and 6 must
either be eliminated in order to avoid distortion or if used must have beginning
of the year costs reconstructed in accordance with end -of- the -year purchasing
and manufacturing specifications. Accordingly, Items 1 through 4 were extended at beginning and ending costs. Dividing the aggregate of those items
at current cost by the aggregate at beginning cost produces an index of price
increase for the year.
Application of the index to the total ending inventory at current costs reduces it to the beginning price level. Since the ending inventory, so adjusted,
then reflects the beginning of the year price level, its dollar increase over the
beginning inventory represents an increase in physical quantities expressed
in beginning price level dollars.
A Full- Fledged Application: The Pre-"Lifo" Situation
Of course, the foregoing is a simple example. Application of the procedure
to a voluminous inventory is equally simple, provided sufficient planning is
done. Recently I participated in the installation of the "lifo" "dollar method"
procedure in a corporation whose inventory contained over 1 0 ,0 0 0 different
items. It had for years priced inventory at the lower of cost or market on the
first -in, first -out method. During the year 1950, material and labor costs advanced to such an extent that a realistic profit determination for the year could
be obtained only by use of the "lifo" principle. Accordingly, management
assigned the cost department to the task of developing "lifo" procedures. The
cost department was faced with handling "lifo" under the following conditions:
I. Standard labor cost was based upon time
studies accurately made by modern industrial engineering techniques.
2. The industrial engineering department
was continuously developing improved
methods.
3. The line of products was fairly well standardized, with only certain model changes
from year to year.
4. Required parts and other materials were
generally kept in controlled quantities by
the material control department and such
NOVEMBER, 1952

Paris and materials did not change sig.
nificantly from year to year.
5. Physical inventories were recorded on
tags and quantities of like items were
accumulated. The aggregate was entered
on an inventory sheet. Material and labor
costs were entered on the tag and extended. The extended amounts were entered on the inventory sheet.
6. It was the company's procedure to type
inventory information on a multilith
master for reproduction on inventory
sheets.
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"LIFO" DOLLAR METHOD
Determination of Increase in Quantities - Firsf Year on "Lifo"
JANUARY 1, 1950

DECEMBER 31, 1950

At Beginning
At Current
Cost
QuanCost
Price
Amount
tity Price
Amount Quantity Price
Amount
100 $10.00 $1,000.00
120 $11.00 $1,320.00 $10.00 $1,200.00
.50
50.00
150
.50
75.00
100
.60
60.00
.10
50.00
1,000
.10
100.00
500
.12
60.00
5.00 2,500.00
500
5.00 2,500.00
500
6.00 3,000.00

Item 1
2
3
4

$3,800.00

$4,440.00
200.00

200
1,000

-

1.00
-

200
-

5
6

.75
1.00

$3,875.00

150.00
1,000.00
$5,590.00

Index of Price Increase For 1950:
-

$4440.00

116.84% December 31, 1950 Inventory At Current Cost Reduced To
Beginning Price Level:
116.84%
$4784.32
$5590.00
-

-

$3800.00

Increase in Quantities:
Ending inventory priced at beginning of the year price level
Beginning inventory

$4,784.32
3,875.00

$

Increase In Quantities Expressed
In Beginning Price Level Dollars

909.32

$

Determination of "Lifo" Inventory Valuation
Increase in quantities expressed in beginning price level dollars

909.32
116.84°/

Index of price increase for year
Increase in quantities, priced at current cost (end -of -year)
$909.32 X 116.84%

$1,062.45

Add remainder of ending inventory priced at beginning price level

3,875.00

"LIFO" INVENTORY

$4,937.45

INFLATION IN INVENTORY

$

$5,590.00
4,937.45

Inventory at current cost
Inventory at "Lifo" cost

652.55

EXHIBIT 1
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The Price Increase Index for Material and Labor
Under the "dollar method," descriptions of parts or materials (including
part number and /or blue print number) expected to be on hand at the end
of the year were typed on multilith masters. The master provided for quantities and descriptions, as well as for current standard material and labor unit
costs and extensions and for beginning -of- the -year material and labor unit costs
and extensions. The headings are shown in Exhibit 2.
The procedure of prelisting expected quantities was used for raw materials,
purchased parts, supplies, service parts, and finished goods, but was considered
impractical for work -in- process. In- process items were listed on inventory sheets
from the tags, after physical inventory had been completed. Beginning and
ending material and labor unit costs were entered on the sheets and extended.
It was obvious that items which did not have a beginning price could not
have been in the inventory at the beginning of the year. As to other items,
the industrial engineering department was consulted regarding changes in
production methods which affected labor and material costs. The production
engineering and purchasing departments were consulted with respect to changes
in products which might have affected material cost. Items on which the cost
changed during the year for these reasons were designated on a "lifo" work
set of the inventory sheets for elimination in computing the price increase index,
in the same manner as the two items (out of six) were elminated in the simpler
example already given.
The physical inventory was, in prior years, recorded on tags and assembled
in accordance with routine procedure. The quantities shown by the tags were
entered in pencil on the "lifo" work set of the inventory sheets opposite the
proper description and price, and extended at current material and labor costs
and at beginning -of- the -year material and labor costs. Quantity was entered
in the calculators only once to produce the four extensions. In this manner
it required very little more work than formerly when two extensions were
made.
On the working copy of the inventory sheets, the extensions were made for
only those items which did not represent a changed product or material. The
inventory amounts of the selected items so priced were totaled at beginning
and ending prices and were deemed sufficient to be a representative picture. The
percentage relationship between the two totals gave the company the required
index of the increase in prices experienced during the year.
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IN VENT OR Y SH EET T O AC C U M U L AT E PRI CE I N C R EASE
Index D a t a
Quantity

Description

CURRENT STANDARD
Mat eri al
Labor
Unit Cost
Am ount
Unit Cos t
Am ount

Part or
Blue Print
Num ber

BE G IN N IN G OF YEAR
Ma te ri al
Labor
Unit Cos t
Am ount
Unit Cos t
Am ount

EXH I BI T 2

SU M M AR Y O F " L I F O " I N VEN T OR Y C O M P U T AT I O N

z

114.52
106.75

100
114.52
122.25

a

Ib

915,521.71
100.
695,442.15 (220,079.56) 100
1,105,422.24 409,980.09 123.49

* E xc e s s o f s t a n d a r d c o s t o f i n ve n t o r y o ve r a c t u a l c o s t .
* * In d e x f o r ye a r t i m e s i n d e x be g in n in g of ye a r.

r

r

C

z

LIFO
LAYER
INDEX

A D D ITI O N

EXH I BI T 3

DED UC TION

$

$

915,521.71
796,420.35
1,351,378.66

LIF O
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$

100.00
97.39
100.00

INVENTORY
AT
BASE PRICES
(12- 31-49)
$

INVENTORY
AT A CTUA L
COST
$

915,521.71
817,763.99
1,351,378.66

STANDARDS
IN D E X '

INDEX
OF
CUMUPRICE
LATIVE
CHA NGE
PRICE
FOR
CHA NGE
YEAR INDEX**

n

41

1949
1950
1951

$

INVENTORY
AT
CURRENT
STANDARD

220,079.56
506,284.41

E N D IN G
INVENTORY

$ 915,521.71
695,442.15
1,201,726.56

Testing Whether Standard Costs Approximate Year -End Actual
Current costs at the end of the year were assumed to be the same as standard
costs developed at November 30. It is not always true that such current standards represent actual costs of materials on hand. The company generally carries about three month's inventory requirements. In order to clearly reflect the
price increase experience for the year, it is necessary to determine that current
standard costs are similar to latest costs paid for material, or to determine
the variance. This test is made each year by a price test of major items in inventory. For the year 1950, it was found that actual cost of inventory on hand
at December 31 was 97.39% of the amount arrived at by pricing the same
quantities at latest standard cost. This clerical work was not new in the company's experience. Under the old "fifo" method of pricing inventory, it was
necessary to make the same test in order to avoid valuing the inventory at
amounts in excess of cost.
This procedure is necessary under "lifo" to insure accuracy of the index.
By way of illustration of the technique, the company first samples standard and
actual cost on twenty per cent to twenty -five per cent of the dollar volume of
materials in inventory for each line of products. If no significant price change
is indicated by the test, it is assumed that standard cost and invoice cost are
similar. However, if a difference is indicated, the company considers it necessary to enlarge the amount of the test to approximately fifty per cent or sixty
per cent of the dollar volume of material in order to make the results representative. The percentage relationships for each product line, determined by
the price test, were applied to the total material amount for the line at standard
cost, to reduce it to latest actual cost.
When Efficiency Obscures Quantity Change
In reviewing the determination of price increase in labor cost in inventory
for the second year on "lifo," it was noted that the method previously described
and used in 1950 of determining a price increase index to reduce year -end
inventory to a quantitative dollar equivalent of beginning inventory, resulted
in a decreased labor cost content in inventory in spite of the fact that it was
known that all hourly factory employees had received a flat three cents an hour
wage increase. This suggested that a quantity increase was being obscured by
the calculation rather than disclosed. It was obvious then that the industrial
engineering department had done a better than anticipated job in improving
methods and had reduced standard time allowances for products manufactured.
NOVEMBER, 1952
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It became necessary to develop some other technique than unit cost comparison for measuring the price increase index in labor cost over the year.
The existence of the three cents an hour wage increase suggested that the easiest way to measure the ratio of increase was to find the percentage relationship
between average hourly labor rate for the plant before and after the increase.
To the average hourly rate before the increase the three cent raise was added
and the percentage of increase in labor rates was computed. The aggregate labor
dollars in inventory, priced at current standards at the end of 1951, was divided
by the index thus determined and multiplied by 100 to reflect labor cost priced
at beginning of the year price levels.

Burden Allocation Procedure Unchanged
For many years the company has followed the practice of assigning burden
cost in inventory at a standard percentage of direct labor dollars. This procedure was not changed after adoption of "lifo." Accordingly, no special procedure was required for allocation of burden to inventory under the "lifo"
technique. The "lifo" principle was automatically applied to burden through
its application to labor.
The Over -All Price Increase Ratio
The foregoing discussion has outlined the methods used by a particular
company in pricing individual inventory items at beginning -of -the -year and
end -of- the -year prices to determine quantitative change over the year, expressed
at beginning price levels. It has outlined how aggregate labor and burden
amounts are priced at both price levels and then related to get a price increase
index. In this case it was considered that a single overall index of price increase reflected more clearly the effect of inflation on inventory. Hence the
agg re ga te of material, labor, and burden at end -of -year prices was divided by
the agg re ga te of those items at beginning -of- the -year prices to determine the
percentage of price increase in the entire inventory for the year. In other companies, it may be appropriate to segregate the inventory into several broad classifications before applying the techniques outlined for the determination of
indexes.
Again, as in our simple example at the start of this paper, in order to measure
the increase or decrease in quantities, the percentage of price increase for the
year was applied to total ending inventory at current cost (total inventory -.
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price index X 100). This reflected the total ending inventory at the begin ning-of- the -year price level. The amount was then compared with ending
inventory of the prior year (already priced at that price level). The excess,
in dollars, of current year inventory over prior year inventory represented an
increase in quantities, priced at beginning -of- the - current -year price level. Similarly, any deficiency in current year inventory at that price level, compared with
the beginning -of- the -year amount would have represented a decrease in quantities. In actual practice, the company has found it more practical, as "lifo" has
gone beyond its opening year, to convert each year's inventory at current price
level to its "lifo" base price level at December 31, 1949 and to make all quantity comparisons at that price level. However, each year's price increase index
is computed to establish the year's price relationship with the base date.
Getting a Part -Year Price Increase Index for a Cost Layer
The biggest part of the work is completed when the quantity increase (or
decrease) expressed in the beginning -of- the -year price level dollars has been
determined. Under the "lifo" principle, any increase in quantity (or current
layer, as it is commonly called) must be priced at current year costs, either
those incurred during the first part of the year, average cost for the year, or
latest cost. Here again, percentages can be used to convert the current layer from
beginning -of- the -year prices to current year prices. Those percentages are
also developed from the company's own experience.
To obtain the total "lifo" inventory, it is merely a matter of adding the current layer at current year's prices to the "lifo" inventory at the close of the
preceding year. If quantities decrease, the amount of the decrease priced in
beginning -of- the -year dollars must be revalued to the price level of the latest
increase layer and deducted from that layer.
In the case of the company in question, a substantial decrease was found
in quantities at December 31, 1950 (the year - lifo" was started) from quantities on hand at the end of the prior year. Accordingly, it was unnecessary
to worry with pricing a current layer, as there was none. However, by the end
of 1951, it was found that physical quantities had increased substantially and
it was necessary to price a 1951 layer at 1951 costs. The company elected to
price the current layer at costs incurred during the first part of the year. This
required a price increase index for part of 1951.
Under the regular system of accounting, materials were added to the inventory at the standard cost used in pricing the ending inventory of the preceding
year. Variances from standard were segregated as to those due to price change
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and those due to other causes, such as substitute materials, non - standard quantities, etc. It was found that sufficient materials were purchased during the
months of January and February of 1951 to cover quantities included in the
current layer. Purchases for the period are summarized as follows:
Purchase —Jan. & Feb., 1951
At 12/31/50 Standard
At Invoice Cost
$480,955.85
$505,095.34
Ratio of excess of standard cost of inventory
at 12/31/50 over actual cost

97.39%
$468,402.90

$505,095.34

Index of price change from
12/31/50 to 2/28/51:
$505,095.34 = $468,402.90 —

107.83%

Index of price change from
12/31/49 to 2/28/51: 114.52
(cumulative index to 12/31/50) X 107.83 —

123.49%

Since the company adopted "lifo" starting with 1950, the inventory price level
at December 31, 1949 became the base price level. Accordingly, the price
index of first purchases in 1951 was 123.49% of the base price level.
Valuing the Inventory
Exhibit 3 is a summary which furnishes information as to changes in "lifo"
inventory of the company and demonstrates its computation. As will be noted
the price increase index for the year 1951 was found to be 106.75%. The index of price increase for the year 1950 was 114.52%. Therefore, the price
level of inventory cost at December 31, 1951, was 122.25% of the base inventory price level at December 31, 1949 (106.75 X 114.52% = 122.25%).
Accordingly, the inventory at current costs at December 31, 1951, was divided
by 122.25% and multiplied by 100% to price it at the December 31, 1949,
price level. As shown by the summary, this figure exceeded the inventory at
the end of 1950, priced at the same level, by approximately $410,000.
That amount then became the current layer for the year at base price dollars, to be priced at 1951 costs. To convert this layer to 1951 year prices, it
was multiplied by the layer index of 123.494Jo computed on Exhibit 3 and
representing the index of price change of purchases for January and February
over base date prices. The result was the current layer at current year price
levels, amounting to approximately $506,000. Again referring to the summary
in Exhibit 3, it will be noted that this layer was added to the December 31,
1950 "lifo" inventory to produce the "lifo" inventory at the end of 1951.
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Satisfactory Procedure for Books and Statements
Procedures for applying the "lifo" "dollar method," as outlined, have been
working satisfactorily for the company. For book purposes the inventories of
the company in question were recorded at amounts based on standard cost
and were reduced to "lifo" cost by means of a "lifo" reserve account. Exhibit
4 summarizes this. For year end financial reporting, including report to stockholders, the "lifo" reserve was netted against the inventory accounts and no
reference was made to the amount of the "lifo" reserve. The accounts and
records are all maintained on current standard costs. It is only at the end of
each year that the effect of "lifo" for that year is calculated and recorded on
the books.

SU M MAR Y OF BOO K I N G OF " L I F O" IN VENT OR Y

$915,521.71

$915,521.71

$915,521.71

817,763.99
796,420.35
695,442.15
1,351,378.66 1,351,378.66 1,201,726.56

LIFO
RESERVE

ADJUSTMENT
TO
COST*

INCREASE
(DECREASE)
ADJUSTMENT
$

AT
LIFO
COST

$

1949
1950
1951

AT
ACTUAL
COST

;

YEAR

AT
STANDARD
COST

100,978.20
149,652.10

100,978.20
48,673.90

21,343.64

• Not includable i n lifo adjustment

EXHI BI T 4

The inventory of this particular organization is as complex as would be
ordinarily encountered in a medium -sized manufacturing company. With
advanced planning, the company has been able to complete its physical inventory and dose its records for the year within the same time as in prior years.
I believe that the company serves as a real demonstration that the "dollar
method" is easy to use and that much of the criticism normally encountered
is due to failures or difficulties arising from lack of adequate preparation.
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Fair — Rain or Shine
By JACK C. ELLIS
Staff Accountant, David Morgan and Co., Peoria, Ill.

That the rights and activities which combine to make up a county fair
present on- the -spot prohlems of cash control, exhibitor and Sponsor
settlement, and final reporting is evident from the present brief description and the accompanying forms. Hints on how to confront there
prohlems, properly prepared, are given.

we put on the storm windows and dig out the fur
E wraps, and when the farmer
is ending his summer labors, this country blosAC H Y E AR J U S T B E F O R E

soms out in a great old custom —the county fair. These fairs sometimes take the
form of state -wide fairs, but there are hundreds of small county fairs. The
majority, being primarily for the entertainment and education of the public,
show frequent operating losses. Some are quite loosely organized and supported
by civic or governmental organizations. They all receive and spend money and
must have financial records.
The particular fair on which this paper is based covers nine counties and is
called the Heart of Illinois Fair. It is promoted by a nonprofit organization
which was organized by the citizens of the nine counties involved. The fair
grounds and buildings are owned by this organization, known as "Exposition
Gardens." A large part of the financial support for construction of buildings
was obtained by sale at a discount of coupon books, redeemable at face value,
for admissions at the fair and other events presented during the years by Exposition Gardens. The financial aim the organization is to realize enough over the
years so that the coupons may be redeemed without outside financing, and to
expand the fair. These coupons caused some accounting problems which will
be described later.
This fair, like many others has been greatly commercialized. In addition
to the traditional showing of livestock and commercial products, two grandstand shows a day are given, which vary from horse racing to a stage revue.
About half of the exhibits are products of industries of interest to farmers and
city dwellers alike.
Volunteer Personnel
The successful operation of a fair of this size requires a large operating
personnel. The promotion, selling, buying, accounting and other operations are
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assumed by volunteers. These volunteers all have full -time jobs and work at
the fair when they have spare time. Our main source of volunteers is the local
junior Chamber of Commerce. Very few have had much experience in the jobs
they undertake and there is a rapid turnover in every department, which means
that each day (or perhaps every two or three hours) new men have to be trained.
To counteract this, chairmen are chosen in each department who have had some
experience in that department's particular line.
A Chart of Accounts and a Budget
On the accounting side, because of the inexperienced and part -time personnel,
we anticipated many problems. The first major job we undertook was to plan a
Chart of Accounts (Exhibit 1) with code designations, which the typical county
fair will encounter and which could be easily understood and used by the personnel. The code system is recommended, as in all accounting, to reduce clerical
work and keep records uniform.
Another anticipated problem was the control of expenditures in such a way
that the accounting department could keep pace with them. Expenditures were
going to be made by many people with not too much coordination by the departments, except through the accounting records. A workable budget was prepared.
Each person with the authority to spend money was supplied with a simple pre numbered purchase requisition book. These requisitions were prepared in
duplicate, one copy to be sent to the accounting department immediately, the
other to be kept to enable the individual to account for his expenditures to date.
Each chairman was made fully aware of his budget limits.
The system worked rather well at the various stages of initiation and conduct
of the fair, except that we found some requisitions coming in with no amounts
because they were unknown at the time, or with incorrect amounts. Therefore,
before checks were written to pay any liabilities, the purchase requisitions were
compared with invoices received and any differences were cleared immediately.
Exhibitors' Fees; Parking Revenue
After the budget was prepared and before the fair opened, the chief accounting jobs related to money received from the sale of booths, collection of
exhibitor's fees, etc., and preparing forms to be used for reporting during the
fair. Three of these forms are presented as Exhibits 2, 3, and 4.
The proceeds from the sale of booths and tents were all handled by one individual. This control was through written contracts with exhibitors and
N O V E M B E R , 1952
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CONDENSED CHART OF ACCOUNTS
Revenues
CODE

A
A I
A2
A 3

CODE

ADMISSIONS
Outside gate
Grandstand — (subdivided for
each event)
Parking
COMMERCIAL EXHIBITS
CONCESSIONS
Commercial Booths
Concessions, pitch stands,
novelties
Hobby, Science Industry
Television Tent
Farm Machinery Outdoor
Exhibits
&

B3
B4
B5

&

B I
B2

AC C O U N T N A M E

ENTRY FEE, STALL RENT,
EXHIBITORS TICKETS AND
STATE AID —
(Subdivided for each class)

C

&

B

ACC OU NT NAME

D

MERCHANDISE OPERATION

D I
D 2

Stadium Concession
Beer Tent

E

MISCELLANEOUS

E I
E2
E3

Programs
Carnival
Premium Book

Expenditures
I

IAI
I A2
IA3
IA4
IA5
IA6
IA7
IAB
IA9
IA10
IA II
IA12
IA13
IA14
IA15
IA16

ADMINISTRATION
Salaries & Wages
Travel
Stationery & Office Supplies
Postage
Telephone
Petty Cash
Express
Printing
Transportation
Rental of office equipment
Ribbons & Badges
Insurance
Associate Membership Dues
Sound
Tickets
Sundry

7

PHOTOGRAPHY

8

PUBLICITY —
(Subdivided by type)

9

GRANDSTAND CLEAN -UP

10

CONCESSIONS

11

COMMERCIAL BOOTHS

12

HOBBY, SCIENCE & INDUSTRIAL
TENT

13

TELEVISION TENT

14

FARM MACHINERY & OUTDOOR
EXHIBITS

15

PUBLIC SAFETY (Fire Dept., First
Aid (Ambulance, etc.)

16

TRAFFIC

17

BRINKS, INC.

2

CARE OF BUILDING & GROUNDS
(Subdivided as I)

3

EXHIBITS DEPARTMENT —
(Subdivided by class and includes
salaries, judging and premiums)

19

POLICE

4

EXHIBIT FACILITIES

20

INFORMATION BOOTH

5

EVENTS, MISCELLANEOUS

6

PROMOTIONAL EXPENSE
FOR AMUSEMENT

21 NON - COMMERCIAL
21A Public Health
21B Inside concession & decorating rest
area

18E3 PREMIUM BOOK

EXHIBIT 1
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ADMISSIONS AND ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
PROCEDURE
I. The Accounting Department will issue tickets and change to Admissions Committee, which Admissions will sign for before Fair opens.
2. Admissions Committee will notify Accounting department by 4 p.m. each day as
to total change required for sellers for next day. (Keep in mind banks are closed
Saturday and Sunday.)
3. Admissions Committee will issue tickets and change to sellers which sellers will
sign for. Exhibit 4
4. During day money will be picked up from Admissions periodically by accounting
department.
(a) This will be in even amounts except at close of day.
(b) Admissions will have this money counted before it is picked up and will
receive a receipt for same.
(c) At end of seller's shift, he will check in with admissions committee,
counting receipt for any money picked up as cash.
(d) Admissions Committee will send money to accounting department with
report in duplicate. Exhibit 3
(e) Coupons will be counted separately and reported. Exhibits 3 and 4
5. Seller's reports to admissions will be as in Exhibit 4.
6. Exhibit 4 will be turned into accounting department at end of each day.
7. The chairman of the day is responsible for the proper carrying out of these procedures.
EXHIBIT 2

a complete map of the grounds which showed the available space. The space
was appropriately marked on the map as money was received or contracts signed.
A card record was established for each exhibitor, showing all of his entries and
fees paid. This was necessary for a quick reference to avoid payment of
premiums later to an exhibitor who had not paid his entry fees and to combine
all premiums payable to an exhibitor in a single check.
Parking fees were controlled through pre - numbered tickets and definite
change funds.
Problems With Admissions Income
Revenue was also derived from a carnival which was engaged to provide the
thrill rides, midway, etc. We received a percentage of the carnival's gross
income. To control the amount and to relieve the fair from liability on admissions tax, an agreement was reached which required the carnival management to
report and pay admissions tax on its operation. Federal admissions tax reports
were then used to determine the accuracy of remittances received from the
carnival operators, but the very nature of this business still made it difficult.
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ADMISSIONS REPORT TO ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
DATE:

TIME:

$
$

$

$

$

$
$

$

$

$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

TOTALS

$

$

$

$

$

(C) PARKING
BI — Quarter Horse Racing
82— Varieties Show
B3 —Horse Revue
84 Hell Drivers
B5 —Stock Car Racing
Bb — Revue
B7 —Big Car Racing
B8 Motorcycle Racing
—

—

*Activity:

TAX **

$

$ 1.50
1.25
Passes
$1.50
1.25
1.00
Passes
$1.00
0.75
0.50

$

General:

COUPONS

$

Reserved:

CASH

$

(B) GRANDSTAND
Activity*
Box:

TOTAL

$

NUMBER

(A) OUTSIDE GATE
Adults
Children
Business 6 Industry Tickets

* *To be filled in by accounting department.
Signed:
(Admissions)

—_

Checked In:
(Accounting Department)
NOTE: This form must accompany Any money sent to or picked up by Accounting
Department.

EXHIBIT 3

Each show or ride on the carnival grounds was owned by an individual. If
sufficient personnel had been available, we could have furnished ticket sellers
and takers for each one of these. This would have given us much better control.
For instance, one problem was the fact that, if tickets were not mutilated by the
ticket taker in accordance with proper procedure, the same tickets might be resold
without our knowledge and the proceeds pocketed.
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When the fair opened, we found that Robert Burns, in his poem, "To a
Mouse," was writing much wisdom when he penned: "The best laid schemes o'
mice and men gang aft agley." Coupons were probably our major problem.
When a ticket seller was short or over, it could not be determined whether the
cash or coupons were wrong, because there was no uniform amount of each
received. Coupons are also very difficult to count. We established a separate
"admissions" office which was used by "gate" ticket sellers of the various attractions when receiving tickets and change and balancing as they went off duty.
This office would summarize sellers' reports and turn them into the accounting
department where the money and coupons were reconciled in total daily. Instructions given the admissions department are those shown in Exhibit 2. The
accounting department itself was responsible for grandstand ticket sales. Fortunately, some of our volunteer workers were bank tellers and were accustomed
to making change and handling large amounts of change and currency. The
procedure here was in general the same as for "gate" ticket sellers.
Advance sale of tickets for grandstand events presented a problem. An
advance sale booth was maintained in a downtown location for two weeks prior
to the opening of the fair and one was maintained during the fair at the fair
grounds. It was necessary to keep an individual record of the sales for each
grandstand event, so that the information would be at hand at the time of the
settlement with the sponsor of the show.
This settlement usually took place immediately after the show was over. In
the case of races, it sometimes took place before that. Some of the shows were
purchased on a percentage of gross income basis, including a percentage of the
main gate receipts, on the theory that the show brought people to the fair who
had to pay gate admissions first. From our experience, it is recommended that
advance sales of tickets for each day's shows be closed and recorded two or three
hours before the show begins. Grandstand booths would take over sales at that
time. Otherwise tickets are not equitably distributed and accounting for sales
may be inaccurate.
Rain sometimes causes grandstand events to be cancelled. Refunds had to be
made and it was impossible to know whether or not the tickets refunded had
been purchased with coupons.
Payment of Exhibitors' Premiums
As the judging of livestock and other exhibits was completed, preparations
were made to pay premiums to the winners. Entry blanks were checked to
judges' lists and exhibitors winning in more than one department were sumNOVEMBER, 1952
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Form #2 (In duplicate)
TICKET SELLER'S REPORT
__ Time of Shift:
Date:

to - - - - - 1951
_

__—

Name:
M A IN G A TE
(1)

(2)
Closing
Number

Opening
Number

(2)
Number
Sold

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

Cash

Coupons

Total

Tax

Adults
Children
(4) Business & Industry Tickets
GRANDSTAND

(5)

Activity:
( 1)
Box
Number
Seats Received
$1.50
$1.25
Passes
Reserved
Seats

(2)
Number
Turned In

(2)
Number
Sold

(2)

(2)

(2)

( 3)

Cash

Coupons

Total

Tax

(2 )

(2 )

(2)

(2)

(3)

Number
Sold

Cash

Coupons

Total

Tax

$1.50

$1.25
$1.00
Passes
General
Admission
Opening
Number
$1.00
$0.75
$0.50
(1)

Opening
Number

Closing
Number

(2 )

Closing
Number

$0.25
TOTALS

(I ) Cash Received: $
(2) Cash Turned In: $
Over: $
Short: $
( I ) Received above tickets &
change:

(2) Received above cash,
coupons & change:

Seller
(Admissions Committee)
(Continued on next page)
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NUMERAL KEY
(1) To be filled in when seller goes on duty.
(2) To be filled in when seller comes off duty.
(3) To be filled in by accounting department. Tax breakdown follows:
Total

$1.50
1.25
1.00

Est.

Price
$1.25
1.04
0.83

Tax
$0.25
0.21
0.17

Total

Est. Price

Tax

$0.76*
0.50
0.25

$0.63
0.42
0.21

$0.13
0.08
0.04

*Although this ticket reads $0.76, we are selling it for $0.75.
(4) These tickets to be charged to (industry names) at $0.30 each.
$0.25 —Est. Price
(5) Use following numerals for a c t i vi t y :
BI— Quarter Horse Racing
B2— Varieties Show
B3 —Horse Revue
64 —Hell Drivers

$0.05 —Tax
B5 —Stock Car Racing
136 —Revue
67 —Big Car Racing
138— Motorcycle Racing

EXHIBIT 4

marized on the card reports previously mentioned. A check was prepared for
the total premiums due each exhibitor. Provision was made for cashing these
checks, so that fees payable by the exhibitor could be collected by him in cash
before he left the grounds. In general, premiums were paid within twenty -four
hours after judging. Hence this operation had to be speedily completed. We
found that the card records used were certainly time - savers and, in connection
with judges' lists, offered a satisfactory control.
The State of Illinois subsidizes about fifty per cent of the premiums paid,
with money from pari - mutuel race tracks located in the state but, in order to
collect from the State, it was necessary to obtain signed receipts from the winners when checks were presented to them. These were summarized on forms
furnished by the State of Illinois and later used by us to see that we had collected the proper amount from the State.
Change Funds
A rather minor problem was change funds. An armored service transported
change and deposits. We estimated our change needs and gave the 'bank a check
one day ahead of the change requirements. The bank would prepare the change
and deliver it to the service. As each ticket seller went on duty, he signed a
receipt for a prepared change bag and tickets and, as he came off duty, a new
change bag was prepared (from his change bag) to be used later.
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Reporting Results
We had intended to prepare daily statements during the fair, showing expenditures to date and budgeted amounts. Because of the inexperienced personnel
and because some information was slow in getting to the accounting department,
we were unable to keep up these statements. A statement was prepared shortly
after the fair's end, showing the results of operations for the whole fair.
Thus a fair presents many problems in regard to cash control and accounting
records, which are not encountered in normal manufacturing or merchandising
activities. Most of the work is done under the pressure of time and with insufficient help. It is hoped that what has been told here can help others in facing
a similar problem.
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THE

WORKSHOP

Many Techniques Combine for Good Cost Control
by RAYMOND A. POWELL
Assistant Plant Controller, Chase Metal Works Division, Chase Bross & Copper Co., Inc.,
Waterbury, Conn.

Here narrated —and illustrated— i t a comprehensive reworking of mill
overhead application as it was previously handled, its integration
with budget control procedures, and its relationship to premium
wage payments made under an incentive bonus system, as well as to
analyses of production variances, and reports to mill management.
The last named center about significant efficiency ratios.

T

HE IN ST ALLAT I ON O F A STANDARD

COST SYSTEM in one of our plants
a few years ago was undertaken at
that time as a companion project to
the complete revision of the incentive
bonus system for our twenty two
hundred production employees engaged in producing many million
pounds of brass and copper rod, wire,
sheet and tube products per year. One
of the first accounting decisions to be
made concerned the choice of a suitable method of applying mill overhead
costs to products. Machine hour rates
were available under the old system
but no one knew their source or how
they were originally established. The
available alternatives presented problems. It was recognized that the machine hour system of cost accounting
would provide more accurate individual costs than some other methods,
but the cost of distribution work in
connection with setting and control-
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ling the rates would be tremendous in
a plant our size. Overhead costs applied as a percentage of standard direct labor in each of a few cost centers or pools would provide the economy of administration we desired, but
the product costing would be less accurate than under the machine hour
method. Our final decision was to use
the direct labor method but in such a
manner as to give us virtually all the
advantages of both methods, with a
minimum of clerical effort and cost.
The result of our decision was the development of a variable budget of mill
expenses tied in with standard costs.
Overhead was to be applied by cost
centers as a percentage of standard direct labor. Earned hours were to be
the index of mill activity.
Cost Centers, Machine
Identification, Distribution Work Sheet

The first step in the installation of
the new system was a series of meet383

PRODUCTION TALLY SHEET
Shift I

Dept. 258

Machine

78 Pointer

Date 4 -15 -52
TIME

DESCRIPTION OF W ORK PERFORMED

STD.

START

STOP

Point 850 pieces
Methods change—Pay average bonus

.588

7:00
1:00

12:00
2:00

CLOCK HOURS

Productive Earned Hours

Total clock hours in mill
Down time for which no
bonus is paid

8.00 (I)

Clock hours minus down time
Work not on standard for
which average bonus is paid

7.00
1_00 (E)

Clock hours on Std. and
day work

6.00 (H)

Total Earned Hours

4861
.82

Regular bonus
Average bonus

5.00
(A) 5.00

ADD'L. ALLOW ANCES NUMBER

Load changes
5
Prod. E.H. -j- Allowances
DAY W ORK

TIME
START STOP

Sweep floor

2:00

3:00

(B) 1.00
6.00

(C) 1.00
(D) 7.00

$1.23
.41
$

$

Employee Number
Rate per hour

100 (G)

EARNED
HOURS

EXHIBIT 1

ings at which mill superintendents and
representatives from the accounting
and management group established
eighty cost centers, or approximately
twenty centers for each of our four
main product lines. Machines of a
similar or closely related nature, which
were thought to have about the same
overhead cost, were considered eligible
for inclusion in the same center. Viewpoints of the mill people were particularly helpful in determining the
number and size of centers because
these expressions of opinion gave the
accounting department information before the centers were established,
rather than afterward, as to which machines the mill superintendents were
most anxious to have established in386

dependently for the purpose of cost
control. Budgetary control in our mill
has been easier as a result of having
both mill and management participate
in the entire program.
A number painted in a prominent
position on each machine in the mill
were keyed in to the cost center by
having the first three digits of the
large white number represent the center to which the machine had been
assigned and the last two digits the
number of the machine itself. With
all cost centers clearly defined by machine lists adequately distributed and
understood by accounting, operating
and service personnel, there is little excuse for not knowing what center is
involved in any specific transaction.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Mill expenditures for both labor amples are direct labor and down time,
and overhead under the new system which are accumulated by the pay deare charged in the factory ledger to partment from the production tally
the four product lines of rod, wire, sheets and auxiliary records. Other exsheet and tube, the same as previously. penses charged directly to centers are
Actual expenditures are collected repair materials, service department
monthly by cost center by means of labor and overhead, rams, liners, conlarge columnar work sheets listing tainers, supplies, fuel oil, propane and
across the top the cost centers and city gas.
The items which cannot be disvertically, in the left margin, the
tributed
on an actual basis are allonames of all expense classifications
comprising total mill expenditures. In cated separately on whatever basis
effect, the columnar work sheets be- seems most equitable for that particucome sub - ledgers to the factory ledger. lar item. Hourly supervision and inIt was with full knowledge of the fact direct labor are distributed monthly
that there is a certain amount of fixed on a fixed percentage basis arrived at
expense in some of the variable items after a careful study of the individuals
and some variable in the fixed ex- comprising the group, the general
penses, that we divided all expense areas under their jurisdiction and the
items into either fixed or variable. approximate number of hours for a
None was treated as semi - variable. given period spent in each area. GenWe felt that only by means of a scat- eral areas were then broken down by
ter chart analysis involving consider- cost center on the basis of some index
able time and effort could these finer of activity, such as machine hours.
points be discovered. To do this would Overtime and night premium are allobe contrary to our original objective, cated to centers in the same ratio as
which was to bet the maximum return direct labor.
Die expenses, including labor and
in the form of standard cost and
material,
are collected by the product
budgetary control with the minimum
lines
for
which
the dies are to be used
of cost. Each new decision is arrived
at by weighing realistically what we and then distributed to. the cost centers
can expect in the form of results for containing machines using dies. Mathe cost of the additional effort.
chine activity by cost center, multiplied
by a factor to adjust for the circumDistribution of Variable Expenses to
stance
that some machines contain
Cost Centers
Most of the large items of variable more dies than others, furnishes the
expense are charged to cost centers at basis for the monthly allocation of
the source on an actual basis. ExNOVEMBER, 1952

die expenses.
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EXHIBIT 2

Meter readings are available for electric power, steam, air and water on
only a few key machines which are
charged for these utilities on the basis
of a standard unit cost per k.w.h.,
pound of steam, etc. All other centers
for which direct charges are not available are assigned a percentage of the
balance of the dollar cost on some
equitable basis. Rated horsepower
times machine activity for each center
for the current month serves as the
basis for electric power distribution. A
388

separate factor for steam, air and water
has been established, to indicate the
normal relationship, by machine, of
usage to machine hours. These factors, multiplied by the current month's
activity in hours, is the basis for allocating the remainder of the dollar cost
on these services.
Crane charges to product lines are
made on a service hour basis. Allocation to cost centers is made on a fixed
percentage basis arrived at by a careful study of a period considered norN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Taxes on machinery and equipment are
distributed in the same ratio as depreciation. Allocation to centers of the
cost of the salary pension plan is in
direct ratio to the salary payroll.
Works general expense is considered
a fixed cost because of the large amount
of salaries and other fixed elements included. Distribution of this item is
made monthly to centers on the basis
of direct labor plus variable overhead.
After the last item has been distributed, variable and fixed expenses
are totaled separately by cost centers
and a percentage relationship to direct
labor obtained. This is the current
month's actual overhead percentage
and can be compared with that being
used on the cost card to see if overDistribution of Fixed Expenses and
head rates are being held to standard.
Distribution Summary
Productive earned hours are listed by
The distribution of most of the cost center on the sheet. It is expected
fixed expenses is a matter of predeter- that variable expenses will fluctuate
mining by detailed study the percent- over a reasonable period of time in diage to be charged to each center. Su- rect ratio to earned hours, which is the
pervision, office, timekeeping and pro- index of mill activity. The distribution
duction control salaries are studied in sheets form an increasingly valuable
relationship to the individuals in- record as months progress because they
volved and the areas or centers under are the raw material out of which the
their respective jurisdiction. Heating, budgets are made.
lighting and building costs are charged
to a space account when incurred and Preparing the M aster Budget at
distributed to cost centers at a stand- Predetermined Volume
A master budget in dollars is preard rate, as a space charge on a square
footage basis. Depreciation on ma- pared on a columnar sheet similar to
chinery and equipment is charged in those used to collect actual monthly
accordance with a predetermined de- costs. Fixed expenses must be liquipreciation schedule showing annual dated into costs on a predetermined
charges by machines and cost centers. volume level and so, during the clos-

mal as to mix of work. A better
method would be to establish through
experience the normal number of crane
lifts per machine hour for each machine. Current distribution of crane
service cost could then be made on the
basis of standard crane lifts multiplied
by machine hours for each center.
Some day we may use this basis. Electric truck and towmotor costs are distributed to cost centers in the same
ratio as direct labor.
Reserve for vacation pay and pensions are distributed to centers in the
same ratio as wage payroll. Total wage
and salary payroll is the basis for distributing social security and insurance
benefits.
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ing months of each year, a production

and still low enough for budgetary

volume in pounds is determined for

control purposes to stimulate good per-

the purpose of absorbing fixed costs
for the ensuing year. This yearly pro-

formance to meet it.

translated to earned hours and assigned

Our experience in analyzing variances has shown that service department labor charges and the charge for

to cost centers on the assumption that
the pounds produced per earned hour
and the pattern of work by cost center
will be approximately the same during the budgeted period as it was during the four months immediately pre-

supply materials are the two costs most
likely to deviate substantially from
standard. This situation with respect
to service labor is handled by budgeting product lines, for this purpose, in
units instead of dollars. Standard re-

duction poundage by product line is

COMPUTATION OF ACTUAL PAY
Base Pay ( 8 h o u r s @ 8 2 0 )

Bonus on Std.

( 7 E. H =
6C . H .

$ 6.56

116 -2/3% Eff. )
)

� ;a 25 % o n 6 h o u r s @ a 820

-_

Bonus not on Std. ( I hour @ 410)

_

Extra (8 hours (ia 600)

1.23
.41
4.80

Total Pay

$13.00

EXH IBIT 3

reeding the establishment of the
budget. Budgeted earned hours by cost
centers are shown across the top of the
sheet. These hours, multiplied by the
variable amounts in dollars or units
per earned hour established by accumulated monthly experience, gives the
budgeted variable expenses.
The
budgetary allowance is in between
"two opposing forces" in that the

lationship has been established, over a
twelve -month period considered normal, between earned hours for each
product line and the number of service
hours charged to the line for electricians, plumbers, etc., separately. Allowed service hours per earned hour
of mill production, times the budgeted
earned hours for the year, establishes
for each type of service labor the ex-

amount must be high enough to approximate actual costs on the cost card

pected number of maintenance hours.
These hours, converted to dollars by

390
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the standard service rate per hour,
establish the maintenance labor and
overhead for the master budget. Our
mill departments are held responsible
only for service hours in excess of
budgeted hours and not for the price
variance.
Supplies are budgeted from data
from perpetual records maintained for
quantity and price on seventeen different classes of supplies comprising the
entire supply group. Units of standard
usage per earned hour for each class
for each product line have been established. Each earned hour of productive work will allow the mill to use a
given number of units of product.
Each month actual usage by items can
be compared with budgeted allowances
and the variances reported in units.
Examples of supplies so budgeted are
gallons of oil, pounds of grease and
compounds, carboys of vitriol, pairs of
gloves, pounds of bichromate and
pounds of No. 2 Metex. Budgeted
units times average expected price for
the budgeted year, establish the dollar
amount for supplies for the master
budget.
Allowed hours per earned hour of
mill production have also been established for down time, hourly supervision, indirect labor and crane, electric
truck and towmotor service labor. Periodic rate increases or decreases resulting from labor union escalator clauses
can be more easily incorporated into a
budget expressed in units than in one
NOVEMBER, 1952

expressed only in dollars, thereby reducing the time element necessary to
adjust overhead rates to current conditions.
Variable costs in dollars per earned
hour over a representative period for
each of the remaining items of variable
expense for each cost center are obtained and used to complete this section of the master budget. Fixed expenses are then put on the sheet in the
amounts expected for the following
year and distributed to cost centers on
exactly the same basis as the actual
monthly fixed expenses. Fixed and
variable expenses are totaled by centers and expressed as a percentage of
budgeted standard direct labor, which
is substituted for actual direct labor on
the master budget. These percentages
are used as the standard overhead rates
on the cost cards.
Production Basis of Bonus Compufations

The manner in which variances are
analyzed for reporting to the mill will
be more fully appreciated by an early
understanding of certain other key
phases of the cost system. Most of the
production or direct labor jobs in the
mill have standards established by the
time study department. Employees are
paid a bonus in accordance with their
efficiency, based on the number of
earned hours produced in a given number of clock hours. The efficiency per391
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centage is calculated by dividing earned
hours by clock hours. Approximately
fifty timekeepers assigned to stations
throughout the plant record production
and time data on the tally sheet, the
most essential details of which are
shown in Exhibit 1. It is from the in392

formation on this sheet that the employee's bonus is calculated.
Direct labor is defined as labor definitely associated with the product and
for which labor standards can be determined. Excluded from direct labor
and considered overhead, is the cost of
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

downtime, day work, overtime and
night premium. Additional allowances,
such as set -ups, plug welds, die
changes, etc., have established standards and are, therefore, considered
direct labor. A start and stop time is
not recorded separately for these allowances. The time required for these
tasks, performed in close sequence
with regular production work, is included in the elapsed time recorded
on the sheet for productive earned
hours. Standard allowances for each
item, times the number of occurrences,
equals the earned hours to be allowed
for this type of work.
Standard allowances for productive
work are not used when a machine or
job is undergoing a methods change.
In this and certain other situations, the
worker is paid a bonus based on the
average of the bonus earnings per
clock hour of elapsed time for the previous quarter. Production is recorded
in earned hours in all cases where there
are standards available, even though
for bonus calculation the standard allowances were held to be non- applicable. In cases where there are no standards, elapsed time is recorded and
earned hours are estimated by assigning a part of an earned hour for every
clock hour on average bonus.
Day work not on standard, when
performed by a productive worker as
part of his regularly assigned producNOVEMBER, 1952

tive schedule, is recorded on the tally
sheet in the day work column and included in both earned hours and clock
hours on a one - for -one basis for the
purpose of bonus calculation.
Payments to Incentive Workers

Incentive workers are guaranteed
base rate payment irrespective of efficiency or units of work produced. It
will be seen from Exhibit 2 , showing
our bonus system in graphic form, that
base rates only are paid for efficiencies
up to 66% per cent (Line A B). At
66% per cent efficiency an operator receives his base pay but no bonus. From
this point up to 133% per cent efficiency, an operator receives in addition
to base pay a bonus of 1/2 per cent of
base pay for every one percentage
point he increases his efficiency over
the 66% per cent (Line B C). From
Point C on the chart (133% per cent)
upward to all higher efficiencies, the
employee is paid a bonus of one per
cent of his base pay for every one percentage point he increases his efficiency.
Standard labor is included on the
standard cost card at 133% per cent
efficiency, which gives rise to the piece
work curve D C. The standard unit
cost on the cost card will remain constant at all efficiencies.
Actual unit costs per pound will depend upon the operator's efficiency.
Only at an efficiency of 133?!3 per cent
393

STANDARD LABOR RATE
Standard base rate
Extra equivalent @ 150% Std. Eff.
Total base pay and extra equivalent

_
.60 Extra
1 150% Eff. )

—

$ .80
.40
1.20

Set up and Allowance @ 25%

_

Total standard labor rate

.30
$1.50

EXHIBIT 5

or higher will actual unit costs be as
low as standard unit costs. Actual
unit costs will be higher than standard
at all efficiencies below 1331/ per cent
and the lower the efficiency, the greater
the differential. Actual unit costs,
therefore, become progressively higher
as efficiencies go down from 133 3 per
cent toward zero efficiency, which produces an unfavorable labor variance
(see shaded area in Exhibit 2) to be
written off as excess costs.
Actual payments to mill employees
include, in addition to base pay and
bonus, 60 cents per clock hour covering cost -of- living and other wage increases over the past several years.
This payment of an extra amount is
not part of the base pay and does not
enter into bonus calculation. It is
necessary to divide the 60 cent "extra"
by a predetermined efficiency rating in
order to establish an equivalent amount
of "extra" per standard hour to add to
Actual earned hours produced
Clock hours on standard and day work
394

the basic standard rates. If the "extra"
equivalent thus calculated, multiplied
by standard earned hours, does not
equal the actual amount of "extra"
paid (60 cents times clock hours), the
difference becomes a part of the total
labor variance. It will be apparent,
therefore, that the higher the efficiency
the lower will be the actual unit cost.
This will be true even at efficiencies
higher than 1331/3 per cent where, if
it were not for the extra payment of
60 cents per clock hour which does not
enter into the bonus calculation, the
bonus would "pay off' on a one -forone basis.
The employee whose production is
recorded on the tally sheet in Exhibit 1
would have his pay calculated as shown
in Exhibit 3. It will be noted from the
tally sheet that, in six clock hours, the
operator has produced a total of seven
earned hours and his efficiency for purposes of bonus calculation will be:
7 =
6

1162/3 percent bonus efficiency

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

idly sort the cards by cost center,
machine or employee so that totals
may be accumulated. Weekly totals are
combined for the month for the purpose of calculating standard labor and
overhead amounts absorbed into costs
and for the determination of variances.
Total productive earned hours, thus
accumulated, are multiplied by hourly
standard direct labor rates to arrive at
standard labor for the month. StandAccu mul ati ng Earned Ho urs
ard labor by cost centers, multiplied
All bonus calculations are computed by the respective standard variable
on the tally sheet for each worker for overhead percentages, establishes the
each machine worked on. Daily post- monthly budget for variable expenses.
ings of bonus earnings are made by the The differences between actual exbonus department to productive labor penditures and the variable budget
time cards, Exhibit 4. These are to- thus computed are the spending varitaled for each employee and machine ances. Standard labor multiplied by
at the end of the week to arrive at total
the standard fixed overhead percentage
base pay and bonus for the individual.
establishes the amount of fixed costs
When more than one card for an em- absorbed. The difference between acployee is involved, the totals for the tual fixed expense and the amount abweek are shown in the proper box at sorbed is the variance due to a volume
the bottom of only one card. Total of work greater or less than that used
hours in the box will agree with total
in establishing the budget.
hours on the employee's clock card.
Actual hours and standard hours are Direct Labor Variance Analysis
also posted from the tally sheet to the
Standard labor rates computed for
card for the, purpose of accumulating
each
productive machine in the mill
cost center and machine totals at the
end of the week. Letters have been are composed of three separate
used to designate the columns on the amounts: base rate, extra equivalent
card for the purpose of identifying the and allowance factor. These are shown
source of each entry from the tally in Exhibit 5. For every productive
sheet, on which corresponding letters standard hour earned, there is a cerhave been placed. Punched holes at tain amount of setup or allowance time
the top of the cards are used in con- which should go along with the earned
junction with a sorting needle to rap- hour as direct labor. A normal stand-

This is an increase over the base point
(66% per cent) of 50 percentage
points and, according to our formula,
the worker will get a bonus equal to
one -half of this amount or 25 per cent.
The 41 -cent bonus paid for productive
work not on standard is the average
bonus per clock hour of this particular
worker for the previous quarter year.
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DIRECT LABOR VARIANCE
Total actual pay as per Exhibit 3

$13.00

Less: Labor payments transferred to overhead
Downtime
I clock hour @ 820 base + 60

extra

1.42

Day W ork
Bonus pd, on std. (Inc. day work) See Exhibit 3

1.23

Bonus on std. as would have been paid (Exc, day
work) 5 hrs. x 82¢ ia 26 -2/3% bonus ( 120%
Eff.)

1.09-1/3

Bonus on Day W ork
1 hour @ 820 base + 600 extra

.13 -2/3
1.42

T otal Cost of D ay W ork

1.55 -2/3

Total Cost of Day W ork plus Down Time
Actual dir ect l abor

2.97 -2/3
10.02 -1/3

Total Standard Labor
5.6 earned hours ( E xh i b i t 4 ) x $ 1. 50 ( E xh i b i t 5 )
Total labor variance to be explained

8.40
$ 1.62 -1/3

EXHIBIT 6

and relationship has been established
between allowance standard hours and
productive earned hours for each cost
center or machine. It will be noted
fro m E x h i b i t 5 th a t t h e st a n d a rd l a b o r

rate shown includes these allowances
at the standard amount of twenty -five
per cent. Any variation between the
standard percentage used for allowances on the cost card and the actual
experience for the month is evaluated
and written off as part of the direct
labor variance.
We have already learned (Exhibit
3) that $13 (including day work and
downtime) was the total payment to
the individual worker whose tally sheet
was illustrated. Since downtime and
396

day work are considered a part of overhead, these are evaluated at the end of
each week and deducted from direct
labor in a less detailed manner than
shown in Exhibit 6. Details of the
computations are shown only for illustrative purposes and as mathematical
proof of the accounting techniques involved.
Exhibit 7 shows the analysis of direct labor variance by causes. Although there are six distinct variances,
each subject to independent measurement and control, the largest is caused
by actual efficiencies which vary from
those established in the budget as
standard.
It should be noted that the two -cent
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

ANALYSIS OF DIRECT LABOR VARIANCE
AM O UN T

CAUSE

5 C.H. X 2¢ X 1.26 -2/3
1 C.H. on Avg. Q 2¢

$.12 -2/3
.02

5 C.H. X 800 X 6 -2/3%

.14-2/3

Rates in excess of
standard

.26 -2/3 Efficiencies below
133 -1/3%

Bonus paid on average
I C.H. X 80¢ t7a40%

.41
.32

600 or 50¢ — 400 — 10¢ X 6 E.H.
12 0%

.60

60% or $1.00 — 400 = 60¢ X 6/ 10 E.H.

.36

Set up allowance not pd. on I C.H.
Avg. bonus 6/10 E.H. X 30e
25% Std. — 20% Act. set up = 5%
5% X $1.20 X 5 E.H.
TOTAL LABOR VARIANCE

.73

Loss on payment of
average bonus

.96

Variance on 60¢
extra equivalent

(.18)

Set up allowance on
time not on std.

(.30)

Set up variance

$1.62 -1/3
EXHIBIT 7

rate differential used in calculating the
first variance in Exhibit 7 applies only
to that portion of total labor payment
remaining after the cost of day work
and no bonus has been transferred to
overhead. In five dock hours, the
worker has produced five productive
earned hours plus one standard hour
of allowances for a net efficiency (%)
of 120 per cent which allows a bonus
payment of 26% per cent of base pay.
At 120 per cent efficiency there will be
6% per cent of base pay to be written
off as excess cost due to efficiencies below 1331/8 per cent shown as the second variance. This percentage is readily determined by reference to a table
NOVEMBER, 1952

which evaluates in percentage form,
for each level of efficiency, the area of
excess cost shown in Exhibit 2.
Every clock hour on productive
work, for which there are no standards
available, is assigned a portion of an
earned hour based on the estimated
production involved. This measurement varies and no one percentage can
be assumed to reflect continuous operating conditions. For purpose of illustration only, we will assign a hypothetical 8/ 0 of an earned hour to this
particular job illustrated on the tally
sheet. In this case the bonus payment
plus 40 per cent of base pay will be
written off as excess cost.
397
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Controllable Overhead

$

1,640

Electric Power
Steam
Air
Water

119
(50)
(15)
18

99,808

105,550

(5,742)

(4,102)

5,581
3,456
1,107
1,209

5,499
3,503
1,097
1,199

82
(47)
10
10

201
(97)
(5)
28

11,298
55
$180,530 $(5,890)

127
$(4,284)

Utilities Overhead

72

11,353

$1,606

$174,640

EARNED HOURS
January
47,631
February
38,038

Variance
(203)
(80)
147
(1,738)
172
(4,232)
1,060
132
(78)
(1,025)
(31)
(49
(104)
39
35
10

$

Budget
$63,479
2,210
6,893
9,370
1,873
16,262
7,407
7,295
4,308
13,430
1,072
13,167
3,598
5,837
2,926
4,160

Total Variable Expenses

PRODUCTION POUNDS
January 4,803,946
February 3,958,856

Efficiency of Department 251 dropped from a budgeted 138% to
1210/. and Department 253 from 125 to 109 %.
%

Direct Labor:

Year to
Date
Variance
(309)
(60)
(96)
(1,097)
188
(2,215)
541
232
(16)
(1,331
(15)
(108)
(214)
3
51
35

FEBRUARY
Actual
$63,682
2,290
6,746
11,108
1,701
20,494
6,347
7,163
4,386
14,455
1,103
13,216
3,702
5,798
2,891
4,150

$

Direct Labor
Down Time
Hourly Supervision
Indirect Labor
Overtime and Night Premium
Repair Labor
Repair Material
Die Expense -Labor
Die Expense - Material
Supplies
Fuel Oil
Cranes
Social Security
Vacation Pay
Insurance Benefits
Pensions

JANUARY
Variance
(106)
20
(243)
641
16
2,017
(519)
100
62
(306)
16
(59)
(110
(36
16
25

Indirect Labor:
Actual Hours
Allowed Hours

Floormen
3,946
3,260

Scrapmen
361
228

686

133

Excess Hours
Repair Labor:
Actual Hours
Allowed Hours
Excess Hours

Plumbers
1,500
1,002
498 (A)

(A) Depts. 253 and 261

Electricians
984
689

Millwrights
2,407
2,023

295 (A)

384 (B)

(B) Dept. 255

-

-

Supplies: Variance caused largely by 6,100 lbs. excess usage of bichromate t@
a 110
std.
$671 and 10 price variance x actual usage of 16,400 lbs.
$164
price variance.
*All figures are hypothetical and do not reflect actual costs or production.
EXHIBIT 8
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258

7

8

1

7

1

1

71.4

5

6

NET
EFF.

OVER
ALL
%

TOTAL
NET
E.H.
HRS. MINUS
ON
DAY
STD. WORK
(H -C) (D -C)

%

UTILIZATION
TOTAL TOTAL AVG. CLOCK
EARNED CLOCK BONUS MINUS NO
DAY
HOURS HOURS HOURS AVG. BONUS WORK
CENTER
(D)
(1)
(E)
(I -E) (G)
(C)

%

WEEKLY Tube ANALYSIS REPORT 1st. SHIFT

120

85.7

259
260
261
EXHIBIT 9

Standard labor has included an extra
equalivalent of 40 cents based on a
standard efficiency of 150 per cent but,
since the extra amounts to 50 cents at
an actual net efficiency of 120 per cent,
a 1 0 cent differential results. This,
multiplied by productive earned hours
plus allowances, equals the 60 cent
variance on standard production. By
the same token this differential becomes 60 cents ($1.00 — 40 cents)
for work on average bonus and this
multiplied by a/10 of an earned hour
produces the 36 cent variance. The
last two variances shown in the exhibit
are favorable.
Monthly Reporting to Mill Supervision;
E111clency Ratios

A report is prepared for each product line immediately after the books
are closed at the end of each month
showing, for each item of variable expense the budgeted allowance, actual
expenditures and variance, as appears
in Exhibit 8. After each mill superinNOVEMBER, 1932

tendent has been allowed one day after
receipt of his copy of the report to
look it over, he is asked to come to the
controller's office for the purpose of
reviewing the month's performance.
These informal meetings are limited to
half an hour and are used to discuss
causes of variances and what can be
done to correct them.
Since these reports are intended primarily for the use of mill superintendents on controlling variable expenses, volume variances are purposely
omitted. Total spending variances on
certain items, such as supplies, repairs
and indirect labor are divided, where
advisable, into a usage and a price variance. Variances for all items which
have been budgeted in units are explained in terms of those units instead
of dollars.
There is another type of control
maintained over mill operation by
the industrial engineering department
which, although not directly related to
budgetary control, is related through a
399

common use of data on the labor time
cards. An attempt is made to utilize
as many available productive man hours as possible on standard work
and to maximize the speed with which
the employee works while actively engaged. We want to know, out of all
the hours which could have been spent
on standard work, how much time was
actually on incentive and to be able to
measure this from week to week in
terms of a utilization percentage. The
speed at which the worker performs
while actually on standard is the net

efficiency percentage.
Hours are posted from the card to
Weekly Analysis Reports (Exhibit 9)
by machines, cost center and shift, for
the purpose of calculating the efficiency
and utilization percentages. The three
shifts are combined into an all -shift
total and weekly totals are combined
for the month. The same letters previously used on the tally sheet and
posting card are used to identify the
columns on the analysis sheet. The
utilization percentage is calculated as
follows:

Utilization — Net hours on standard (H —C)
Clock hours minus average (I —E)

This means that out of a possible seven
hours which could have been spent
turning out production at standard,
only 71.4 per cent of the time was so

_

5 = 7 1. 4%
7

utilized. Net efficiency (not to be confused with bonus efficiency for the purpose of bonus calculation) is calculated
as follows:

Net efficiency = Total earned hours minus day work (D —C) =
Net hours on standard (H —C)

This is an index of the speed of the
worker while actually working on
standard and indicates that six standard hours of productive work were
produced during 5 clock hours of actual work, excluding downtime, average bonus and day work. A combina-

b =

120%

5

tion of these two percentages results in
an overall efficiency, indicating the
amount of standard work produced in
the total elapsed time, including downtime and day work hours but excluding, of course, hours on average bonus.
Overall efficiency can be stated in two
ways as:

Net efficiency (120 %) X Utilization (71.4%) = 85.7% Overall efficiency
Overall efficiency =

or
Total earned hours minus de Y work ( D —C) _ _6 = 8 5 . 7 %
Clock hours minus average (I —E)
7

Blackboards are strategically located in
the mill for the purpose of posting
daily, weekly or monthly departmental
totals on efficiency and utilization per400

formance, thereby creating something
of a competitive spirit among workers
and foremen. Deviations from normal
performance can readily be traced to
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

machine, shift and date and remedial
action taken immediately.
Conclusion
Establishment of a great many more
centers than would normally be expected in a direct labor cost center system has given us additional accuracy in
overhead costing and, at the same time,
made possible a system of budgetary
control for mill expenses. We find that
management, superintendents and foremen are more cost conscious now than
ever before. Questions concerning the
costs of operating a particular machine
or section, which previously were unanswered, are now answered immediately with supporting information as to
why the costs are high.
We are constantly striving to improve the effectiveness of our budetary
program without additional personnel.
In each case where trouble has developed, we have tried new methods
and have always attempted to keep in-

tact any workable ideas and to discard
the techniques which failed. Some of
the cost centers originally established
were found to be too small and had to
be consolidated with others. Others
were too large and had to be revised.
There is bound to be, in the establishment of any budgetary system, a long
period of experimentation and adjustment during which many things will
he learned about budgeting.
It can be stated with emphasis that
a real job of budgetary control can
only be accomplished with the active
cooperation of mill superintendents
and foremen who initiate the expenditures. Their help and participation in
the establishment of the budget is vital
to the program. There is no system,
no matter how perfect, which by itself
will control expenditures. It takes people to control costs, and only with
their desire to control them can any
budgetary program be expected to succeed.

Handling Occasional Custom Work Free of Fixed Burden
by RALPH W. SAUBER
Controller, Rayette, Inc. (formerly, Raymond Laboratories, Inc.) St. Paul, Minn.

The company, the experience of which i t reflected here, accepted contracts for custom processing of furnished materials. The contract price
represented direct labor, variable overhead, and sixty per cent of fixed
overhead. As the practice of taking this business became clearly one
of utilizing otherwise idle time and facilities, the related accounting
policy matured into one which disclosed the contribution to fixed
overhead, which was charged in full against regular operations.

I of

T ALL STARTED WHEN MEMBER A

our executive committee decided that we could profit by doing
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custom manufacturing work for other
manufacturers at less than our standard cost. The plan was to process
40 1

MONTHLY PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT AT STANDARD
Fixed Overhead Charges to Custom Work at Reduced Rate
(Variances not applied for purposes of this illustration)
TRADE
OPERATIONS

Sales

CUSTOM
MAN UF AC TU RING

$ 600,000

Cost of sales:
Material
Labor
Burden:
Variable
Fixed

Gross profit (loss)
Selling, advertising, general
and administrative expense

$ 76,000"'

180,000
30,000

25,000

180,000
55,000

18,000
72,000

15,000
60,000

33,000
132,000

300,000

100,000

400,000

300,000

(14,000)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

I

"

150,000

Operating profit (loss)
before application of Variances

TOTAL

$ 676,000

$150,000

276,000

'

150,000
$ ( 24,000)

$126,000

( 'Selling price computed as follows:
Standard labor
$ 25,000
Standard variable burden
15,000
Fixed burden @ standard $60,000
less 40%
24,000
60% charged

36,000
S 76.000

("Material furnished by other manufacturer.
"'No increase in these expenses as a result of the contract.
EXHIBIT I

materials furnished by others, charging as the selling price standard cost
for labor and variable burden and
sixty per cent of our fixed burden
rate. The gain was to be realized
in the form of a reduction in under absorbed burden.
The production of our own products was at a low point in our annual cycle and our plant facilities
402

were not being utilized to their best
advantage. Obviously, whatever fixed
burden we recovered from such work
would be a saving to the company.
Items like rent, depreciation, real
estate taxes, etc., which are incurred
without regard to volume of production, would not be increased as a
result of this operation. This is an
important factor. In our industry,
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Disclosure of Effect on Profit and Loss Statement of
Acceptance of Custom Business
TRADE OPERATIONSM
Before
After
considering
considering
custom work
custom work
Operating profit before application of
variances as on Exhibit 1
Deduct —under or (over) absorbed burden`

$150,000
28,000

$150,000
(32,000)

Operating profit, after application of variances

$122,000

$182,000

Trade profit, after considering custom work
Trade profit, before considering custom work
Apparent increase in trade profit resulting from
custom manufacturing contract
Deduct, apparent loss from custom manufacturing
as on Exhibit 1
Actual net increase in total profit as a result of
custom manufacturing contract

$182,000
122,000
60,000
24,000
$36,000 "'

"'All variances applied to trade operations, since no provision had been made for
custom manufacturing when standards were established.
`Other variances ignored for purposes of this illustration.
"'The amount of profit attributable to the contract equals the amount of fixed burden
included in selling price (see Note (I) to Exhibit I)
EXHIBIT 2

fixed burden is from three to six
times larger than variable burden.
The only out -of- pocket costs would
be those incurred for labor and variable burden. Even the reduced amounts
to be charged for fixed burden would
actually represent a gain on the operation.
Before Billing and Cosfing
Got Together

Member B of the executive committee was slightly dubious but, since
we were in a slack period anyway
and faced with layoffs, it was agreed
NOVEMBER, 1952

that the contract would be negotiated.
However, a mild tornado hit the executive chambers when, at the completion of the contract, the monthly
statements showed a loss from custom manufacturing operations, as they
came to be called. In the absence
of instructions to the contrary, the
cost department had allocated full
standard labor and burden rates to
these operations. Since the billing
price was at variable cost plus sixty
per cent of the fixed burden, the cost
of sales exceeded selling price by the
amount of the remaining forty per
403

MONTHLY PROFIT dr LOSS STATEMENT AT ACTUAL COST
No Fixed Overhead Charged to Custom Work
TRADE
OPERATIONS

Sales
Cost of Sales:
Material
Labor
Burden:
Variable
Fixed

CUSTOM
MAN UF AC TU RING

TOTAL

$600,000

$76,000

$676,000

180,000
30,000

_.
25,000

180,000
55,000

18,000
100,000`21

15,000"

328,000

40,000

368,000

Gross profit

272,000

36,000

308,000

Selling and advertising, general and
administrative expense

150,000

Operating profit

$122,000

......

33,000
100,000

150,000
$36,000

$158,000

("Although, for all practical purposes, this statement reflects actual expense, standard variable burden rates were utilized as a means of allocating variable burden
to custom manufacturing operations.
("Fixed burden allocated to regular operations
(as in Exhibit 1)
$ 72,000
Underabsorbed burden before contract
(as in Exhibit 2)
28,000
$100,000

EXHIBIT 3

cent of fixed burden. The monthly
statement which caused the furor is
shown in Exhibit 1.
Member B, who is a top -flight
engineer but somewhat less of an
accountant, was understandably confused. He was unable to see how we
could possibly be gaining anything
on an operation which so plainly
showed a loss on the statement. The
cost department defended its position
on the premise that each item produced should bear its pro -rata share
404

of costs, no matter what the pricing
arrangement might be, i.e., that it
was not quite right to assume that an
item on one production line should
be charged with full standard burden
while a duplicate of that item on another line not ten feet away should
get by with a lesser charge.
Showing Results Two Ways

A compromise arrangement was
established. For accounting simplicity,
every item of production was charged
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

with full standard costs. However,
an additional schedule was prepared
at the end of each month which reconciled the apparent loss from custom manufacturing, as shown on the
profit and loss statement with the
saving which was realized in the
form of reduction of the company's
underabsorbed burden for the period.
This revised statement is embodied
in Exhibit 2 . It proved to be a good
(though temporary) solution.
At this point the volume of custom manufacturing was negligible
and it was much simpler to prepare
a monthly analysis for each contract
for custom operations than to change
our entire accounting procedure for
burden allocation. However, the fact
that such an analysis was necessary
seemed to point to the need for a
more understandable primary statement. Once it was established to the
satisfaction of all concerned that the
company could realize a gain by doing custom manufacturing at less than
standard cost, the operation became
more popular, especially during periods of low production when unabsorbed burden tended to climb. This
further emphasized the need for a
single statement which would show
a true picture of our custom manufacturing operations in relation to
our regular business.

began to ponder as to whether these
contracts should receive recognition
when new standards were set. The
end of the year was approaching, and
new standards were to be established.
If estimated production volume were
increased to reflect the units produced
for other manufacturers, our standard cost per unit would be decreased.
Then full standard costs could be used
in computing custom manufacturing
estimates and the cost department
would not be bothered with unusual

computations.
As is often the case, the cost department felt that the answer to the
problem depended on a policy decision by management. The chief
cost accountant, therefore, confronted
management with this question: "Do
we expect to build our custom manufacturing operations to a point at
which we can expect a constant, relatively large volume of such operations?" The answer was an emphatic
"No." It was explained that, although we would continue to engage
in custom manufacturing from time
to time during "valleys" of production, our goal was to utilize our plant
to near - capacity by manufacturing our
own products and, as a matter of fact,
the sales forecast for the forthcoming
year was quite optimistic in the prospects which it envisioned for sales of
these regular products.
Standards Revised on Expected
Based on this management decision,
Volume of Regular Products
At this point the cost department the cost department amended standNOVEMBER, 1952
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ards to reflect the forecasted cost and
volume changes in our trade products
alone. By implication, custom work
was considered not to involve fixed
costs.
We Don't Charge Fixed Burden
to Custom Business —But We Could

The advantages of this procedure,
in the illuminating afterglow of hindsight, now seem quite obvious. Since
all fixed burden items are attributed
to trade operations, the income from
custom manufacturing, less labor and
variable burden, now shows the actual
gain on that operation. Assuming the
same situation as shown in Exhibits
1 and 2, a profit and loss statement
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expressing this policy is given as Exhibit 3.
Our experience in connection with
these commercial contracts is now
standing us in good stead in computing bid prices on government contracts. The principles apply with equal
force when preparing estimates for
bids on government contracts —but
only as long as the general circumstances are comparable. If government
contracts ever became a major part
of our production, they could no
longer get a partial "free ride." They
would then have to be recognized in
setting standards and bear their proportionate share of all costs.
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ANALYSIS OF COST VARIANCES AS A
GUIDE TO AUDITING

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
I N I T S R E P O R T on "The Analysis of
Manufacturing Cost Variances" (Research
Series No. 22, August, 1952) the N.A.C.A.
Committee on Research points to the use of
significant deviations from standard cost in
signalling the need for managerial attention
to conditions which are the source of vari-

ances.
As an internal auditor I was particularly
interested in this observation and in the report, since in our company we have found
that the variance reports can be used as a
guide in establishing certain phases of the
internal audit program. All variance reports
and explanations of variances are scanned by
the internal auditors. Ordinarily the reports
provide adequate explanations of the cause
of deviations. However, when no logical
explanation is given, the internal auditor
makes a note that, on the next examination
of the plant, he should direct his attention
to the element of cost and the activities
involved.
Experience has shown that extensive reconstruction of accounting transactions and
detailed checking in areas where standards
are met seldom result in any important audit findings. On the other hand, the auditor usually obtain maximum results for
his allotted auditing time by focussing his
attention on the unexplainable deviations
from standards. Frequently he finds incorrect or improper reporting of receipts, usages, time production or scrap.
Such findings then direct attention to the
cause of erroneous reporting. Often the
cause will be poorly trained or careless personnel, lack of control checks or failure of
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FORUM
mechanical measuring devices. Occasionally
the records will have been intentionally
falsified to improve efficiency reports, pad
incentive earnings or cover up other operating deficiencies. When such situations are encountered, the auditor has the training and
experience required to collect the facts, report them and obtain the necessary corrective action.
As an example of what can be uncovered
through audit- one instance will be illuminating.
Unexplainable losses charged to material
usage were found to be occurring in the
mixing operation at one plant. Similar
losses were subsequently noted at other
plants having the same operation. Audit attention was, therefore, directed to this operation at all plants. Investigation led to an
examination of the methods used in weighing and accounting for the materials concerned. It was found that certain basic materials, purchased in supposedly uniform
weights, in bags, from the same vendor,
were used in all the plants. Further investigation disclosed that the vendor's
weights were being accepted at all locations
and inventories and usages were being reported at these weights. Immediate checks
were made on the weights of the bags as received and it was found that the average
weight per bag was less than that being
billed and that this difference accounted for
the loss which was occurring in the mixing
operation. The facts were presented to the
vendor and adjustments were received after
he had determined that his bagging scales
were inaccurate.
The statement has often been made that,
"the solution to a problem is easy if you
know the answer." In the case of unex-
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plained deviations from standard cost, we
know the answer and the solution to the
problem is to find the explanation. The solution is easier and effort is directed more
effectively when the internal auditor uses

Needless to say, in order to be most
effective and for the purpose of economy,

the product of the cost accou nta nt to guide

too many cases. Each company or plant
must tailor its system of planning to meet
the requirements of its own specific problems. The above questions, although they
represent only a few of the many questions for which answers must be found,
serve to indicate some of the items which
must be considered in order to have an
effective production control system.

him.

JAMES R. EVANS, Lancaster Chapter

THREE ELEMENTS OF WORK-INPROCESS INVENTORY CONTROL

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
W H E N O N E C O N S I D E R S the factors necessary to accomplish, within reasonable limits, the control of work -in- process, it becomes evident that there are several pri-

mary requirements irrespective of the type
of operation represented by a company.
Three of these requirements are:
I. Effective planning of production,
2. Effective system of internal check and
control.
3. Properly selected personnel.
In our company, as in most others within
my knowledge, production planning is the
primary responsibility of the production
control department which is directly responsible, in our case, to the plant manager. How to plan production depends
on many factors. Some of the major items
to be considered are:
I. What does your work -in- process consist
oft
2. What type of processing is the plant
involved in, that is:
Is it a foundry, plating operation,
machine shop, assembly or combine tion of these and others? Is it a job
shop or a process type of operation?
3. Does the conversion of the product have
a long or short operating cycle?
4. How is the plant laid out?
5. What production facilities does the plant
have?
6. What is the natural sequence of operations?
7. Where can check points be set up?
8. What method should be used for controlling reporting of performance against
planned production under the existing
manufacturing conditions?
9. How can production schedules be adjusted easily to offset bottlenecks?
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production planning should be dovetailed
with the cost accounting function. If it is
not, there will be duplication of effort in

With respect to the second factor, there
is a distinct difference between internal
check and internal control. By internal
check we refer to a system of checks and
balances on the reporting of accounting
data. By control we refer to the control
of manufacturing methods or processes.
Together, these are the points at which
production planning and cost accounting
should agree on the basis used to control
the reporting of performance.
In setting up a cost accounting system
in a plant, one of the most ticklish problems which confronts a cost accountant is
that of obtaining reliable production and
performance figures. How does one obtain
effective internal check? The answer will
depend on va rious factors a nd undoubtedly
the methods used in one department or
control center will vary from those used
in another. It will depend primarily on
operating conditions and personnel. If the
operation or operators are subject to strict
internal control, the job will be relatively
easy. If not, it will grow progressively
more difficult.
Data on rigidly controlled operations is
generally quite a mple and is used by engineers, plant mana gement and others. After
investigation to indicate the reliability of
the information given to these people, it
may be found that this information can
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also be used for production planning and
cost accounting purposes as a basis for

dollar where these percentages have no
value at all for purposes of control and
are often misleading. This is especially
true of any industry where:
I. Selling prices are influenced by market

fluctuations.
2. More then one item is produced with the
same labor and overhead cost but vary-

ing material costs.
3. More than one item is produced, at dif-

ferent costs in varying proportions to the
total produced.
Although these factors exist in very
many lines, the meat packing industry will
serve to illustrate the point. It certainly
costs no less to slaughter a hog in May
than it did in February yet, because of
higher sales value of the finished product
in May, operating expense percentages will
be lower. It costs as much to slaughter
a one thousand pound prime steer as it
does to slaughter a one thousand pound

ment or cost center.
As to personnel, it has often been said,
"No system ever devised is a ny better than
the personnel that runs it." This axiom
sums up this critical factor in few words.
Thus we find that only through the reliable interrelation of three factors can we
develop adequate control over work -inprocess. If production planning is poor,
production processes may vary, labor and
materials used cannot be predetermined nor
readily reported, and managerial control
suffers. If internal control is poor, if reporting is inadequate or uncertain, data
developed cannot be relied upon. If personnel are inadequate, undependable, or inaccurate, we cannot rely upon the results
developed by the most carefully planned

cow, and yet the operating expense percentage will be lower on the prime steer,
because of the higher selling price.
To meet the first two of the three situations listed above, the meat packing industry expresses operating ratios in terms
of cost per hundred - weight. A very much
condensed operating statement might look

system.

something like the following:

ROBERT W . JOHNSON, Chicago Chapter

WEEK A
AMOUNT PER CWT.
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56.00

5.60

5.00
.60

$

50.00
6.00

$

30.00
20.00

3.00
2.00

$

$

3.00
2.00

$

50.00
6.00

$

30.00
20.00

$

5.60

$

56.00

$

36.50

$

$42.10

365.00

$

Total operating expense
Net profit

$421.00

$

Labor
Overhead

$32.10
26.50

$

Material profit

$321.00
265.00

$

Sales (1,000 lbs. each week)
Material

WEEK B
AMOUNT PER CWT.

$

place to control counts is in the department
doing the work. Once the production
leaves the department, excess quantities reported over actual performance become an
additional cost. The measure of performance thus is the number of completed good
units and a method must be found to obtain this figure as they leave each depart-

IN
ALL
TOO
M A N Y
I N S T A N C E S , operating statements express labor and overhead expenses as percentages of the sales

$

measuring performance.
Where the operations are not subject to
internal control, then it becomes necessary
to compare quantities operation by operation, if the co.:t to do so is not prohibitive. If factory clerks are employed, the

C OST RAT I OS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:

5.00
.60
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This statement could be prepared for
a company, a department or even a product
line. It will be noted that, in the event
the same one thousand pounds bring one
hundred dollars more in sales, labor and
overhead cost still show as five dollars
per hundred weight if the dollar costs
remain at fifty dollars, as they should. By
comparing realization and costs per hundred weight for different periods, or with
standards, it becomes possible for management to determine whether or not costs
are in line with selling prices and whether
operations are efficient.
It is in meeting the third situation that
the cost accountant must really roll up his
sleeves. Operating expenses vary widely
by department and even by item within
each department. Where production is
consistent in proportion for all items from
week to week, there is no problem, but
that is the exception rather than the rule.
The cost accountant can prepare operating
statements, by department, as outlined
above and account for any variance in
overall company operating ratios resulting from change in proportion of produ ct
sales by department, making up the total
as for changes in overall department operating ratios, the accountant must handle
all items separately, out of the framework
of the operating statement, since some
operating expenses must be analyzed in
the light of production volume, others
must be judged on the basis of sales dollars or tonnage, while others should remain relatively fixed, dollarwise. For instance, let us assume that direct labor
costs ratios have increased in one department. In order to determine whether the
increase is
break down

justified, it is necessary to
the costs into

the various

operations within that department. In the
event that higher cost operations increased
in output whereas lower cost operations
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decreased, an overall departmental increase
would be justified. It obviously costs
more to produce a smoked ready -to -eat
item than it does to produce the same
item in the fresh stage.
The cost accountant must realize that
each item of operating expense must be
examined in its own right. There is no
common denominator —and yet management will demand and lay great emphasis
on overall operating ratios. The cost accountant must have ready, at the same
time as he presents the overall figures,
his analysis of the detail to make certain
that no erroneous conclusions are drawn.
ABE SOLOMON, Dayton Chapter
CONTINGENT LIABILITIES AND
THE INTERVAL AUDITOR

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
A CO M P AN Y' S FI N AN C IA L PO SI TIO N MAY

be as seriously affected by contingent liabilities as it is by those of a direct nature. From the standpoint of the public
accountant, the duty to discover contingencies and to disclose them clearly and
evaluate them equitably is recognized for
stockholder, creditor and management purposes. From the sta ndpoint of the interna l
auditor, the duty is narrowed to responsibility to his own management, but thereafter his obligation is as exacting as that
of the public accountant.
There are many contingent liabilities,
too numerous to mention even briefly.
Liabilities arising from (1 ) damage suits,
both in progress and possible, (2 ) judgments already in existence, (3 ) liens taken
on the company's assets, (4 ) the possibility of damage suits arising out of inadequate liability insurance coverage, and
(5 ) renegotiation liabilities are the ones
remarked upon here.
In making an audit, the auditor must
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go beyond the verification of only those
liabilities recorded on the books. He must
determine to the extent of his ability
what liabilities or possible liabilities exist
but do not appear on the record.
Wha t are the procedures which the
auditor might follow to uncover the existence of possible additional liabilities?
We all u nderstand tha t the procedures will
vary according to the liability condition —
however, all such conditions require the
auditor, in his contacts with his fellow
employees and his employer, to keep his
eyes and ears alert for any indications as
to the existence of hidden liabilities.
In the case of damage suits, judgments
and liens, a search of vouchers covering
legal services would be productive. These
will often disclose the existence of litigation pending, in progress a nd past. Direct
conversation with the company's counsel
could also be helpful. From a practical
standpoint, any attempt at searching court
records would be an impossible task.
It is the auditor's responsibility to report to his management the existence of
liability possibility arising from inadequate or even no insurance cover. As an
example, a company which requires some
of its employees to use their own personal cars to promote company business
may not require those employees to have
their liability insurance cover the company as well as the employee or may not
carry contingent or nonownership liability
insurance itself. Certainly, a dangerous
liability is in existence in cases of this
nature and many insurance advisors con-
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sider it necessary for a company in such
a position to carry the contingent liability
insurance, because the personal joint coverages are in most cases inadequate. A
knowledge of company policy concerning
employees and automobiles, together with
a study of insurance coverages beyond the
ordinary preparation of insurance schedules for expiration a nd prepayment, should
be made.
Because the subject is timely, the contingent liability for the renegotiation of
war contracts is a pertinent matter. The
auditor should be qualified to recognize
whether or not his company is subject to
renegotiation and, if so, to what extent.
If his company is subject to renegotiation
or appears likely to qualify by the end of
the fiscal year, the auditor should:
I. Investigate all relief or permissive exemption possibilities.
2. Gauge the contingency by the following: Principal tests by which the renegotiation authorities are, themselves,
guided.
a. Reasonableness of costs and profits,
with particular regard to volume of
production, normal earnings and
comparison of peacetime products,
b. The net worth, with particular regard to the amount and source of
public and private capital involved,
c. Extent of risk assumed in manufacturing,
d. Nature and extent of contribution to
the defense effort,
e. Character of business, including
sources and nature of materials,
complexity and extent of value
added factor, character and extent
of subcontracting and the rate of
turnover.
JOHN E. SHIRLEY, Dayton Chapter
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